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ABSTRACT
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This thesis focuses on accelerating drug-related violence in Mexico since the
early 2000s which has pushed Mexico into arguments around the concept of
failed

ae

hich d e n

ide a

fficien ba i f

e

laining he

violence and security issue in Me ic . In hi he i , he e m failed a e ha
been described in order to reveal its origin, present critics on it and understand
why Mexico has become a subject of this discourse by briefing Latin America
history from colonial period to today in the context of path dependence in order
to explain the historical bonds of institutional development. It has been tried to
focus on the critical junctures which created the path dependence on institutional
development in Mexico to explain the causes of enduring violence. Therefore,
the colonial period, independence process, Mexican revolution, state corporatism
and authoritarian approaches, neoliberal implications and democratization
processes which created an unconstrained space to drug cartels have been
introduced. Moreover, drug-related violence in Guerrero as the local state which
has been exposed to violence for a long period of time due to the marginalization
of rural poor and indigenous people, production and trafficking of narcotics has
iv

been tried to be analyzed within the dynamics of state and society in historical
perspective.

Keywords: Drug-related violence, Mexico, Guerrero, failed state.
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CHAPTER 1
CHAPTER
1. INTRODUCTION

In

da

Me ic , i lence a

cia ed

i h D g Wa

ha e cala ed

an

unrelenting level. Two recent events illustrate the current situation very well: In
October 2019, The Sinaloa Cartel practically seized the city of Culiacan, one of
Me ic

la ge

ci ie . The Sinal a Ca el fle ed i

enf cemen f ce af e

he ca

e

f O idi

m cle again

G m n L e , he

convicted drug lord Joaquin "El Chapo" Gu m n d ing a a

he la
n

f

l (BBC, 2019a).

In November 2019, 9 US citizens were murdered in a conflict between two rival
gang

fJ

e Ca el and he Sinal a Ca el (BBC, 2019b). The d g-related

violence that Mexico has been fighting for years was brought to the scrutiny of
the international media by these events.
Apart from these incidents, in 2014, in the municipality of Iguala in the state of
Guerrero 43 protesting teacher trainees from Ayotzinapa Raul Isidro Burgos
Teache

C llege di a

ea ed A d g ca el called as Guerreros Unidos was

known to be responsible for taking the 43 Mexican teacher trainees, who were
handed to them by local authorities; they brutally murdered the students and
burned their bodies. For a long time, the disappearance of the students remained
at the top of the news and numerous mass protests for 43 missing students were
organized across the country and also around the world (Boullosa and Wallace,
2015). Although drug-related violence has been prevalent all across Mexico as of
2014; violence in Guerrero in particular, due to this unresolved world-shaking
incident, has become more visible and a kind of sore point for the latest
administrations during the last six years.

1

Evidently, violence and security issues in Mexico were not limited to those
events mentioned above. For many years, drug-related violence has taken tens of
thousands of lives in Mexico (Atuesta and Paredes, 2016). Ironically enough,
ince he Wa

nD g

ini ia ed b

he P e iden Feli e Calde n again d g

cartels in 2006, crime rates have started to increase significantly (Coronado and
Sa ced , 2019) ( ee al

Fig e.1). D ing he en e f he P e iden Calde n

(2006-2012), the official number of people who died as result of drug-related
violence was reported to be 60,000. It is also stated that these numbers might be
much higher in reality (BBC, 2019c). Even with the $1.4 billion financial
support US provided in order to fight against drug- ela ed c ime called M ida
Ini ia i e (M

n, 2012; Me cille, 2011), it is stated that the acceleration of

violence has been steeper, especially in locales where the conflict with the
government is intense (Atuesta and Paredes, 2016). The war against drug-related
c ime ini ia ed b

he Calde n admini

ai n

a c ncei ed in response to the

serious violence problem across the country- as drug cartels were constantly
struggling to control their areas of influence and consequently harming the
regional economies; yet this initiative itself further escalated the violence
(Coronado and Saucedo, 2019).

Figure 1 Registered homicide rates in Mexico (2005-2018)
(Source: BBC [2019c])
2

In 2012, En i

e Pe a Nie

a elec ed a

e iden and he eemed

ign e

the violence and the security problems in the country; instead, he began to
implement his policies on other issues. The Nieto administration has focused on
the economic reforms even though the issues including security and human
rights violations were equally pressing. In addition, the political elite of the time
was allegedly involved in overt corruption (Magaloni and Razu, 2016).
N ne hele , Nie
he ca

bigge

e f El Cha

e e en af e

he e

achie emen
in 2016. H

n i lence and security issues was
e e , he Sinal a Ca el emained in

adi i n f El Cha

he US. The elea e f El

Chapo's son after his arrest, owing to the cartel-instigated violent incidents can
be cited as an indication of this power (BBC, 2019c).
And

Man el L e Ob ad

(AMLO) became he

e iden

f Me ic

n

December 1, 2018, with his rhetoric about eliminating the military pressure on
drug cartels while launching a fight against corruption and inequality. The
Obrador administration instituted a new civilian National Guard with a new
a

ach

c mba

i lence

i h Hugs, not bullets

hich

a in fac

ne f

his election campaign slogans. Furthermore, he promised to solve the
disappearance case of 43 teacher trainees in Guerrero. However, during
Ob ad

fi

ea in ffice, he a e f i len inciden inc ea ed

hi

ical

levels. As an indication of this, on December 1, 2019- the first anniversary of
Obrador administration, the Mexican Secretariat of Public Security reported a
total of 127 killings in single day (Al Jazeera, 2019). Moreover, there is no
significant progress on the resolution of Missing 43 case so far.
The Mexican state officials are continually emphasizing the necessity for major
reforms to ensure public order and peace; yet, it is not certain whether carrying
he
and Gen

gge ed ef m

ld be

Y lma , 2017). A

fficien

M

achie e he e g al (A ka a

n (2017) n e ,

ali a i el

and

quantitatively increased violence has led scholars to scrutinize the Mexican
3

a eh

da

nd he c nce

f failed a e . T

i im l , he i lence ha

became more prevalent -directly affecting the lives of the Mexican people- has
pushed Mexico into a discussion around failed state concept.
However, the concept of failed state appears to fail in providing a solid
conceptual framework for explaining the violence and security issues in Mexico.
While corruption is widespread and drug cartels cause extreme violence in some
parts of the country, Mexico is the 14th largest economy in the world. Thus, in
the same institutional paradigm, this connotes strong institutional mechanisms in
Mexican state; for instance, Mexico can provide almost complete security of oil
i eline (A ka a and Gen Y lma , 2016).
Hence, this thesis argues that it is necessary to discuss the underlying social
structure that gives rise to violence and security problems in Mexico. This
discussion then would be juxtaposed with the notion of failed state to examine to
what extent this concept would explain Mexico's socio-political characteristics.
Following Morton (2017), this thesis argues that Mexico cannot be understood
without underlying historical patterns of development, political economy and the
social relations constituting Mexican state and society. Therefore, focusing on
important historical events and geopolitical conditions which shape the
infrastructure of the state would help avoiding the deployment of failed state
status in Mexico and elsewhere in postcolonial contexts (Morton, 2017). The
main aim of this thesis is to explain violence seen in Mexico, focusing on
historical processes the country has gone through, with references to historical
institutionalism and to put forward why it is not appropriate to categorize
Mexico as a failed state in light of historical perspectives.
In particular, this text will focus on the state of Guerrero, located in the
Southwest of Mexico. Guerrero has been exposed to violence almost since its
establishment and more recently, it was turned into a battlefield of drug
trafficking organizations, self-defense groups and the Mexican army. Guerrero is
4

one of the poorest, marginalized and an indigenously diversified state of Mexico
and it has come to the forefront of international media due to accelerating drugrelated violence and existence of unfavorable institutions. These events will be
introduced in the manuscript with references to critical junctures and statesociety relations.
This thesis is divided into five chapters. The first chapter provides the purpose
and the structure of this thesis. In the second chapter, the concept of failed state
was examined with its origins, weaknesses and strengths. This chapter also lays
out the arguments as to why Mexico has become a subject of this concept and
focuses on historical institutionalism which will be the framework to analyze
Mexico. The tools utilized by historical institutionalists will be introduced
briefly. The third chapter presents a very short history of Latin America from the
colonial period to present time to reveal possible path dependencies, explaining
the historical social relations that shape the institutional development. This
chapter also focuses on the critical junctures in which strategies, alliances and
struggles of the social actors would make turning points in institutional
development in Mexico. Therefore, the fourth chapter is divided into sections
tracing the relevant historical periods that explain the rise of drug cartels and
booming drug-related violence. The fourth chapter focuses on the state Guerrero
as the unfortunate laboratory of violence for a long period of time, due to
marginalization of rural poor and exclusion of indigenous communities from
agricultural production. The dynamics of state-society relations in Guerrero are
discussed to demonstrate how narcotic networks and self-defense groups filled
the vacuum left by the state institutions in light of the discussions in the previous
chapters. The concluding chapter aims to hint at a policy alternative that could be
pursued for the wellbeing of the citizens and for reduction in violence in the socalled failed states of Mexico and Guerrero.

5

CHAPTER 2

2. THE CONCEPT OF FAILED STATE AND ITS CRITICISMS

Before analyzing Mexico, which is currently associated with failed state concept
in terms of drug- ela ed i lence, i
ae

e m mean . I i al

ld be c cial

nece a

nde

and h

e

lain

ha he failed

hi c ncept evolved.

Therefore, this chapter will introduce the concept first and will elaborate on the
criticisms of different scholars from different perspectives. In light of this
chapter, Mexico will be analyzed in relation to historical institutionalism.
The concept of the failed state was created as a result of the emergence of new
types of threats international peace and security face with the end of the Cold
War (Brooks, 2005). With the self-determination movements that started after
the Second World War (WWII), the decolonization process has entered a period
of rapid progress. This progress has reached the phase of evolution after the
1960s and the number of states present on the world stage has increased.
However, the problems faced by new types of states have started to endanger the
protection of international peace and security, which is one of the main
objectives of the UN Treaty. The emerging problems pushed politicians and
bureaucrats to focus on the concept of state failure, and security organizations
came to the conclusion that many problems affecting international peace and
security are of paramount importance, from refugee movements to drug
trafficking.
When looking at the political and legal criticism of the concept of the failed state
today, the lack of uniform practice related to the concept and the arbitrary
practices of the international community and the states with great power are the
most striking issues. Therefore, it is important to understand the concept of failed
6

state and how it was criticized, in order to understand the discussions on drugrelated violence in Mexico and the current discourse about Mexico and its status
in terms of failure.
2.1. O g

f he C

ce

f Fa ed S a e : P ae

a

aH

g

Huntington examines states with regards to the degree of government. Therefore,
he

C mm ni

ali a ian

ae

and We e n libe al

ae

in

groups, which have effective political systems. He gives the US, Great Britain
and the Soviet Union as examples of governments who govern via strong,
adaptable and coherent political institutions and states that have superiority over
the others in Asia, Africa and Latin America in terms of efficiency in governing.
According to Huntington, political institutions of countries in Asia, Africa and
Latin America do not have as much power as the US, Great Britain and the
Soviet Union. For this reason, the governments do not govern properly at basic
level. By referring to Gunnar Mydral, Huntington also underscores the
increasing economic inequalities between developed and underdeveloped
countries that bring about a political gap. However, countries which have
underdeveloped economies may have developed and well-organized political
system vice versa. In the 20th century, the main focus of political
underdevelopment, such as economic underdevelopment, tends to be the
modernizing countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America (Huntington, 1973:13). Huntington explains the situation of these countries after WWII with their
political development which evolved around frequent military coups,
continuously reiterative uprisings, ethnic and class conflicts, violence, hegemony
of inefficient leaderships, catastrophic economic and social policies, pervasive
corruption at government level, controversies on violations of rights, decreasing
efficient bureaucracy, authority loss in judicial power, disintegration seen in
political parties, widespread indifference in urban politics (Huntington, 1973:3).
According to Huntington, in two decades after the WWII, between the 1950s and
the 1960s, political order was in decline which was macerating effectiveness,
7

authority and legitimacy of governments in Asian, African and Latin American
countries. Due to the lack of the public morale and the lack of political
institutions based on public interest, political decay prevailed instead of political
development. Huntington explains these determinants such as violence and
in abili

ha

ca e

li ical deca :

a id

cial change and

he

mobilization of new groups into politics coupled with the slow development of
li ical in i

i n . (H n ing n, 1973:4).

Multiplied political demands, extended political consciousness and participation
due to the social and economic change debilitated efficiency and supremacy of
traditional institutions and made the adaptation of new institutions difficult. In
these circumstances, while political participation was increasing, political
institutionalization remained low, leading to political instability and disorder.
Therefore, political institutionalization is not regarded as the most significant
criterion when countries face social and economic change. In the US foreign
policy, political development was underestimated, and economic development
became the focal point for two decades after WWII. It was believed that the
political development and stability would follow the economic development.
Hence, aid programs were planned, and loans were given to underdeveloped
countries, just aiming to terminate poverty and problems related to social policy
along with contributions to development of economy. At this point, Huntington
criticizes the policy followed by the US and claims that economic development
and political stability may not go hand in hand as seen in Argentina and
Venezuela where there was significant growth rate, but political stability could
not be provided (Huntington, 1973:5-6).
H n ing n

f

ad

ae

ian

cie

c nce

define

li ici ed

society which have multiplied social forces apart from the military in political
sphere. These forces are the labor unions, universities, religious organizations,
businessmen etc. and they become major actors in societies where effective
political institutions are absent or weakened. In this system, there is no political
8

institution as the legitimate intermediary actor between conflicting groups. This
shows that the power is not unified, occurs in different forms and sizes, and
authority can be achieved or lost easily due to the weakness of political
institutions. Because of diversified social forces in a praetorian society, tension
could not be diminished, whereas it could be achieved in societies which
institutionalized properly. In addition, the participation of new groups worsens
rather than relieves tensions; methods and resources applied in political action
are multiplied and causes fragmentation of the polity (Huntington, 1973:195196).
In sum, he asserts that the praetorian societies are in a vicious circle which lacks
community which makes developing political institutions difficult. The lack or
absence of effective political institutions even affects the community, creating a
barrier in front of the development of the community in complicated forms of
praetorian societies. In these circumstances, this trend in society endures and
repeats. The culture of society absorbs praetorian politics in it (Huntington,
1973: 237-238).
Furthermore,

Huntington

divides

praetorianism

into

three

categories:

oligarchical, radical and mass praetorianism. In oligarchical praetorianism,
political actors are rather homogenous, and community consists of social ties and
political action. But as political participation expands, the actors in politics
increase in number and the methods of political action become more diversified.
As a result, conflict occurs in an oligarchical praetorian society, in the middleclass radical praetorian society it is seen intensely, and in mass praetorian society
it becomes even more intense. In these three phases of praetorianism, the direct
interaction among social forces is not effective or less effective to bring public
good from their private interests. Huntington further explains the three
praetorianism categories: The struggle occurs between personal and familial
groups in praetorian oligarchy which may last for a long time, even centuries, as
seen in Latin America in the 19th century. The major social forces in oligarchical
9

praetorianism were the owners of vast lands, the church and the ruling class
which held the power. On the other hand, social institutions did not have clearcut features and political, military, religious, social and economic leadership
roles were usually merged by the ruling class. In rural spheres families, cliques,
and tribes were active in politics and a continuous struggle was seen among them
to capture power, wealth and status in the politics and the society. In this
atmosphere, there was no consensus on the resolution of conflicts, or few
institutions were interested in such a resolution (Huntington,1973:199).
When c n

i ad

f S ain and P

gal came

he c n inen , he did n

allow the indigenous people of Latin America to develop their own local
political institutions. After the independence of nation states, creoles strived to
establish institutions and constitutional changes the same way the US and France
applied. However, this led to the establishment of weak and ineffective political
institutions for a modernizing state and society, as well as a vacuum of
legitimacy. The society stayed in highly oligarchical and feudal form.
Republican form of institutions was not fully appropriate for the societies in
La in Ame ica. The ef e,
i he ed

and

li ical a h i

La in Ame ican c n i

deca ed and he in i
i n

became

iece

f

i n
a e

(Huntington,1973:200).
Apart from the oligarchical praetorianism, in the radical praetorian society,
struggle was seen in the institutional and occupational groups together with
personal and family groups for decades; in the mass praetorianism, certain social
classes and social movements are in spotlight and these circumstances
commonly endure for a couple of years (Huntington,1973:198).
To conclude, he claims that the absence of effective political institutions and the
inability to develop them create political turmoil in a society (Huntington,
1973:197-198).
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2.2. Failed State in Historical Institutionalism
The theoretical premises of the historical-institutionalist approach, which deals
with the role of states in the development process from a comparative
e

ec i e, a e ba ed n he b

k i led B inging he S a e Back In in 1985

edited by Theda Skocpol, Peter Evans and Dietrich Rueschemeyer. In this book,
Skocpol emphasizes that previous state theories only focus on the question of
how the state was shaped by society and neglected the question of how state
transforms society with its organizational power.
According to Skocpol et.al. (1985), the own interests and powers of state
administrators have been ignored. This negligence is due to the wrong emphasis
in the pluralist approach on competition among interest groups. She claims that
structural functionalist approaches assumed that state activities derive from the
functions that must be met in society hence explaining the institutional structure
of the state with reference to society., Skocpol also names the Marxist
a

ache a

cie

cen e ed a

he claims this approach takes the state as

shaped by the class relations. Skocpol, by criticizing the notion of the relative
autonomy of the state, especially emphasized by Marxist approaches, as being
society-centered, stated that the historical situations in which the state acted
completely autonomously from society were neglected in Marxist analyzes.
Skocpol was drawing on Weber who defined the state as "the human community
that monopolized the legitimate use of physical power in a particular territorial
area," and claimed that the state consisted of the "management, police and army"
organizations, and that the power of the state came from its institutions, not from
society. Based on this, Skocpol explained the power of states to guide societies
around a specific target (e.g. development or prosperity) with reference to two
basic concepts: "state autonomy" and "state capacity." The autonomy of the State
is related to the extent to which the State is isolated from social groups and to
what extent they can act towards goals that are not a simple extension of their
11

demands. State capacity, on the other hand, relates to the extent to which states
have strong organizational opportunities to achieve these goals. In this context,
"strong and weak" states can be mentioned. Strong states are states that are
relatively isolated from social groups, can act in line with their own goals instead
of the demands of society, and have strong institutions (with a rational
bureaucracy in the Weberian sense) to achieve these goals. Therefore, the higher
the autonomy of a state from the society and the stronger its institutional
capacity, the greater the ability to shape society in line with development or
other goals (Skocpol, et.al., 1985).
In the late capitalizing countries, the main factor that determines the success or
failure of capitalist development seems to be the autonomy and effectiveness of
he

a e. H

e e , he fac

ac all i

he c

n

iginal

i i n in he

world system. While the contradictions of the developmental state are actually
class contradictions stemming from late capitalization, it is presented to be the
product of the political choices made by the state / political elites.
2.2.1. Embedded Autonomy of the Developmentalist State
In

his

book

entitled

"Embedded

Autonomy:

States

and

Industrial

Transformation" published in 1995, Peter Evans sought to answer the question of
why the state was "failed" in countries such as India and Brazil and "successful"
in Korea in the development process. While Evans searches for the answer to
hi

e i n, he fi

edefine he c nce

f de el

men ali

a e ba ed n

an original synthesis of Weber, Gerschenkron and Hirschman.
According to Evans (1995), in developmental states, there is a rational
bureaucracy isolated from social demands in the sense which Weber (Constas,
1958) defined. Being elected through the merit system provides bureaucracy
with some form of consistency and internal integrity, which gives autonomy to
the state apparatus. However, the existence of a bureaucracy isolated from social
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demands is a prerequisite for the smooth functioning of the markets. Yet, it is
insufficient for the implementation of industrial policies in the countries that
adopted the capitalist economic structure rather late. Because in the countries
that become capitalist later, the state sometimes should invest by putting itself in
the place of entrepreneurs and sometimes it has to direct investors with
incentives. At this point, Evans focuses to the studies of Gerschenkron on late
developing countries (European countries such as Germany, Japan, Russia,
which were industrialized later than England in the nineteenth century) and
studies of Hirschman on later developing countries (Third World countries
which became industrialized after the World War II). According to
Gerschenkron (1962), late industrialized countries have to use production
technologies that require a much larger scale of capital than their own
entrepreneurs have in order to compete with the early industrialized countries,
and therefore the state plays the role of entrepreneurs in these countries.
Hirschman (1958) states that the main problem in later industrialized countries is
not the lack of capital, but the indecision of the capitalist in which areas to
invest, and that the state should direct the entrepreneurs with incentives to solve
this problem.
According to Evans (1995: 32), Gerschenkron's and Hirschman's approaches
point to a state embedded in society, a state that is a capital accumulation project
and that can implement it rather than a state isolated from society in the sense of
Weber. At this point, Evans (1995: 33) uses the concept of "embedded
autonomy" to describe a state that is both autonomous from society in the sense
of Weber, and a state embedded in society in the sense of Gerschenkron and
Hirschman. Embedded autonomy, based on contradictory synthesis between the
bureaucracy's internal integrity and its outward linkages, allows the state to
successfully intervene in industrial transformation, and thus is the main feature
of developmentalist states.
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Evans (1995: 59) adds that embedded autonomy in this sense is different from
the concept of "relative autonomy" used by Marxists. Because while the concept
of relative autonomy only indicates that state autonomy is restricted by the
requirements of capital accumulation, embedded autonomy means that it has
institutional channels through which the state can constantly negotiate the
policies it pursues, thanks to its ties with society. Hence, state rationality and
market rationality resonated owning to the nodal institutional structure of the
state. Evans (1995: 65) indicates that the most typical examples of the
developmental states are the newly industrialized East Asian countries,
especially Korea. On the other hand, when the state lacks such nodal agencies to
reaches to society, the result would be unfavorable (Evans, 1995).
Evans (1995) constructs "predatory states" as another ideal type in the Weberian
sense, as a mirror image opposite of developmentalist states. The prebureaucratic, patrimonial character of the predatory state is contrasted to
extraordinary administrative capacities of bureaucracy in the developmental
state. Bureaucrats seek to maximize their own interests. Individual interests
come before collective interests. The ties with the society go only through
personal relationships, not corporate. The predatory states do not take any steps
for the development of capital accumulation in the country, but also seize
existing social resources. Evans notes that the most typical example of these
states is Zaire. He describes the states between these two extremes as
in e media e a e

and

c n ie

ch a India and B a il in

hi g

(Evans, 1995: 12)
Peter Evans (1995) uses he e m ideal

e

fal el iden if Zai e and K ea.

It should be noted that in Weberian methodology the ideal types by definition do
not exist in reality. Ideal types in Weberian conception are mental constructions,
a collected defining characteristic from a family of similar cases. Therefore, an
ideal type is an abstraction. While Evans claims to adhere to the Weberian theory
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and ad

ing he e m ideal

e , hi

age

f he e m a ea

be

problematic.
According to institutionalist scholars, the developmental state continues its
salience through the neoliberal globalization conditions, whist with different role
and functions. While in the 1960s and 70s, the developmental state served to
ensure the transition of importers from import substitution industrialization to
export-oriented industrialization, since the 1980s, it has been ensuring to
orchestrate a new industrial policy incompatible with the rules of the global
competition. Policies to integrate with the international accumulation process
through high-tech sectors are possible only with the establishment of new control
mechanisms on labor. In this case, it is expected to create new channels of
legitimacy from the developmental state outside the production process. As a
result, the developmental state, as an institutionalist fiction and a fetishistic
c nce

(O

, 2013: 126), c n in e

e

d ce ne al and c n adic

character of capitalist transformation. In order to understand these inequalities
and contradictions, it is necessary to bring back not only capital but also social
production relations as a whole.
Historical institutionalist approach and Weberian understanding of the "state"
shows how state failure of success was understood. The studies conducted in this
way contributed the legitimization of channels of existing capitalist system.
Thus, it should not be difficult to understand how the failed state discussions
occurred after reviewing the literature created with such insights.
In addition, it should be better to know when and how Mexico is mentioned with
failed state concept. Therefore, the discussion on Mexico will be given in
following chapter. After that, it will be tried to be explained with considering
historical process behind the current status of Mexico.
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2.3. Defining Failed State
This section aims to introduce the concept of failed state. Failed state is both
well-defined within a clear-cut frame and a malleable concept. The term will be
examined in parallel with the evolution of the literature on this concept. This
section also explores its utilization as a foreign policy tool, in which the state is
theorized on the concept of failed state. Finally, the section will delve into the
criticisms of the failed state in order to comprehend the causes and consequences
of defining a state as a threat to international security.
2.3.1. Failed State: A New Challenge for Post-Cold War Era
Political institutions have always been central explanatory factor in political
science. Since Weber, several scholars have written about how the institutions
would change the political system and social structure. Although these studies
may be called as old institutionalism, it would be fair to claim that the
institutions became a major explanatory variable in political science literature
only after the Second World war. The focus on the political institutions has
indeed dominated the mainstream approach to social change.
Failed , f agile , c lla ed , failing and imila adjec i e a e c mm nl
applied for defining states that have been categorized -or demonized- while
considering them as security threats for the liberal world order. They are
relatively new concepts in the theory of state, international security and
development fields.
Which states can be considered as failed or what makes a state strong? With
regards to the point of bearing of the failed state literature, one can narrow down
the list of failed states under the main category of non-western countries
including the states in the Balkan region and Central Asia aftermath of the
dissolution of the United Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), decolonized states
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in Africa and South Asia, and states in South America which have been in
neoliberal and democratic transition since the 1980s. When the category of the
Third World became irrelevant at the end of the Cold War era, there was a
necessity to define the wreckage of the USSR, young nation states on
decolonized spaces which existed during the Cold War as a new battlefront for
liberal order. The failed state concept was born as an unsettling new
phenomenon under these circumstances.
Although this concept has been included in the international relations literature
and security studies in the early 1990s, this kind of classification was first
men i ned a

f

ae

in he 1960 b G nna M dal. M dal define he

post-colonial African and Asian countries as soft states that were new states
established following decolonization. In the scope of development studies field,
for Myrdal, soft states have deficiencies in legislation, and particularly in law
observance and enforcement, a widespread disobedience by public officials on
various levels to rules and directives handed down to them and he emphasizes
the corruption and bribery in these underdeveloped countries (Myrdal, 1970).
Subsequently, in the 1980s, several studies were particularly focused on
development dimension in the field of economics, instead of security. While
M da d (M da d, 1982) defined he Af ican

a e a ne a im nial, Migdal

(Migdal, 1988) indicates the weakness of the states and the strength of the
cie ie in ela i n

Eg

, I ael and Me ic . In Sandb

k

d (1985),

African states were the focal points to comprehend what went wrong in Africa
after decolonization.
O he

han he

die men i ned ab

e, he e m

failed

a fi l

and

precisely propounded in the 1990s to describe the states which are not as same as
ad anced

a e . Saving Failed States

f he ea l a icle

bli hed in 1992 i

n hi c nce . Thi a icle

in

ec ded a

ne

failed na i n a e a

utterly incapable of sustaining itself as a member of the international
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community (Helman and Ra ne (1992:12) and de c ibe

he failed

ae a

causes of violence and anarchy; posing threats for their neighborhoods because
of political instability and migration. In this article, saving failed states has been
regarded as a new challenge for many fields related to politics. They emphasize
the necessity for the developed states to rescue the failing states through direct
involvement in their internal affairs to preserve international peace and security.
The cases mentioned in this study includes Bosnia, Cambodia, Liberia, and
Somali as failed and Ethiopia, Georgia, Zaire as failing. The newly emerged
states after the collapse of the Yugoslavia and the USSR were also mentioned
within this failure framework without a clear category of their own (Helman and
Ratner, 1992:13).
Bueger and Bethke divide the evolution of the literature into four phases: Phase
1-the late 1980s where the concept was just mentioned in general; it was
extended in the 1990s in Phase 2; in Phase 3 it was globalized and securitized in
the early 2000s; and a double trend of homogenization through quantification
and heterogenization through criticism in Phase 4 (Actor Networking the Failed
State, 2014).
An extensive literature has evolved around this concept since its emergence on
the foreign policy agenda as well as in academia. Its diffusion in foreign policy
and security and development studies has been conveniently well-received. The
concept has been popularized in areas related to foreign policy, national security
and development; consequently, the literature focused on these announced
policies concentrating on case studies.
First, failed state concept started to be accentuated in policy agendas of the
United States of America (USA) as the United Kingdom (UK), while the
international institutions were also on board. The United Nations (UN), the
European Union (EU), the World Bank (WB), the Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) have commissioned reports on the
18

failed states (Grimm, Lemay-H be t and Nay, 2014). For instance, Grimm,
Lemay-H be and Na n e ha he Uni ed Na i n Re ea ch In i

ef

S cial

Development (UNRISD) organized its first research-preparatory workshop on
this topic in April 1993, while the United Nations Development Program
(UNDP)

gani ed a

g am

n

Management Revitalization of War-

Linking Rehabili a i n

De el

n S cie ie . In addi i n, he c nce

men :
had

a particular mention by the former US Ambassador to the UN and former US
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright with regards to the Somalian situation
(Grimm, Lemay-H be and Na , 2014:199). Alb igh

a icle

bli hed in Ne

York Times in 1993 calls Somalia as a ''failed state.'' Albright calls for the
international community to help disarm all its warlords and praises. She aims to
justify the activities of the UN in Somalia, as there were criticisms of departure
from its humanitarian purpose by conducting military operations against the
renegade warlord Mohammed Farah Aidid (Allbright, 1993).
The Somalia case was used to open a new interventionist era in the US Foreign
P lic . Madeleine Alb igh incl ded he c nce
Sec i

S a eg Re

f

a e fail e in a Na i nal

A National Security Strategy for a New Century

which was later submitted to the Congress by the President Bill Clinton in 1997
(Jones, 2008). Similarly, the former Secretary-General of the United Nations,
B

B

Ghali, de c ibed he failed a e a a fea

e f

ch c nflic i

the collapse of state institutions, especially the police and judiciary, with
resulting paralysis of governance, a breakdown of law and order, and general
banditry and chaos. Not only are the functions of government suspended, but its
a e

a e de

ed

l

ed (G iec and Nd l , 2010: i ). In his June 1992

Report, An Agenda for Peace, the concept of "post-conflict peace-building" was
considered as a new priority of the United Nations. Thus, this concept has gained
acceptance as one of the main tools of foreign policy strategies- particularly- of
the US and the UK, assuming the role of a strong states.
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In the US, The State Failure Task Force (SFTF) which was established in 19941
and funded by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) started to work in order to
identify factors associated with state failure and determined four separate kinds
of state failure and accompanying political crises: revolutionary wars, ethnic
wars, mass killings (genocide or politicides in which large numbers of people are
killed for their political views or activities), and adverse or disruptive regime
changes like events in which democratic regimes are terminated or authoritarian
regimes are disrupted, causing an extended period of disorder but excluding coup
d

a

in a h i a ian

a e and ab

egime change

stable democracy,

neither of which the task force considers significant failures. The Task Force
found that three clusters of variables had significant correlation with subsequent
state failures: (1) quality of life; (2) openness to international trade (3) the level
of democracy (Working Papers State Failure Task Force Report,1995). The
SFTF aimed at guiding the formulation of policies to prevent a state failure. The
report is based on an empirical research. Based on the empirical research that
was carried

in elec ed failed

a e in 1995, he ch la

c ncl de ha

there would be an imminent increase in the rate of state failures in the newborn
democracies in the aftermath of the Cold War. The authors also warn the US and
he

leade

c n ie

be positioned diplomatically and strategically to

minimize the impact of the failures that could emerge in the future (Working
Papers State Failure Task Force Report,1995).
In the UK, the Department for International Development (DFID) was founded
in 1997, it paid special attention to the impact of internal crises in developing
countries on the UK. Poverty reduction, human security and the recognition of
the role of the state within developing countries, supporting economic
arrangements and providing laws and regulations to protect human rights were
particularly emphasized.

1

In 1999, the State Failure Task Force also published an upgraded report with applying
additional variables to analyze the state failure.
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Alongside these attempts of the international institutions to design roadmaps and
programs to avoid state failure, a substantial literature has developed around this
new concept while several scholars have carried out case studies in order to
e em lif and anal e he failed

a e c nce . Am ng hem, Za man

k Collapsed States ha been ega ded a a i nee ing b

k ha c

edi ed
ini e

the concept of state failure and collapsed state. Zartman considers state failure
taking place when the basic functions of the state are no longer performed in the
situation where the structure, authority (legitimate power), law, and political
order have fallen apart (Zartman, 1995:3). He emphasizes the role of
authoritarian state leaders and their regimes in state failure which tends to
collapse in time. He explains the process with five factors: 1- leade

e e i n

to keep their powers, 2- refrainment from decision making in crucial issues, 3lack of support of the population, 4- l

fc n

l in he a e

e i

d e

the problems of the central government inside, 5- which creates illegal armed
forces and groups in local sphere and lack of law and order alongside the
country. He states that when these phases are completed, the inevitable ending is
a state collapse (Zartman, 1995:10).
Another scholar working on the concept of failed state is Jean-Germain Gros. He
argues that the failed state concept was poorly defined. He tries to develop a
global taxonomy of failed states and identify the factors that are associated with
their failure, examining Haiti and Somalia. He also explores the pitfalls of
external intervention in failed states. While defining it, Gros points out that the
states labeled as failed are not at the same level of failure. Hence, he constructs a
kind of taxonomy that includes five types of states: anarchic state (Somalia and
Liberia), phantom or mirage state (Zaire- former Democratic Republic of the
Congo), anemic state (Haiti and Cambodia), captured state (Rwanda), failed in
vitro or aborted state (Bosnia) by referring to five factors as such economic malperformance, lack of social synergy, authoritarianism, militarism and
environmental degradation caused by rampant population growth. He claims that
the various efforts (such as peace operations, aid and the like) of the external
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actors to heave the failed states up would be temporarily effective. Therefore,
Gros suggests that the failed states should strive for an internal change which
requires years even centuries with considering their specific situation with
distinctive internal institutional characteristics and social structures (Gros, 1996).
As mentioned above, since the 1990s, failed state literature started to get
enriched by the scholars who embrace the state in terms of neo-Weberian and
neoliberal institutionalist approaches. The think tanks and international
organizations/institutions

contributed

to

the

accumulation

of

literature

conforming with the foreign policy concerns of the developed states. This
literature has been inspired by the Weberian ideal types. Since the 2000s, it has
been deeply entrenched in security studies due to the changing definition of
security as one of the results of 9/11.
As seen in the evolution of failed state concept, the concept has been welcomed
especially in the Post-Cold War era. Throughout this period, Mexico was not
included in this concept. The African states after decolonization and the Balkan
states who were constructed from the heritage of the USSR were the main cases
in which scholars focused on. However, after 9/11 it has been noted that the
concept started to be widely utilized by the US in foreign policy. The section of
this chapter below will attempt to chronologically present the second phase of
failed state concept in political science and international relations in brief; how it
has gained prominence especially in the US side and how it has become a widely
efe ed

l

hile highligh ing

in e na i nal ec i

a ic la l

he na i nal ec i

and he

.

2.3.2. The Failed State as a Security Threat in the Aftermath of 9/11
In the aftermath of 9/11 attacks on the World Trade Center in New York and the
Pentagon by the militants of Al-Qaeda in 2001, the failed states have been
regarded as the most crucial and priority threats to the national security of
Western countries. A tremendous attention was paid to fixing the foreseen
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problems for international order and the concept has been frequently applied.
Therefore, the US National Security Strategy has been mostly shaped around
failed state threats as major security concerns in the George W. Bush
administration.
In 2004, the US Congress focused again on the mandate of the US Agency for
International Development (USAID) to put emphasis on supporting poor
countries; it also established the Millennium Challenge Corporation, an
independent agency, to assist countries selected on the basis of their policyperformance and institutional capacities. This internalization of the principle of
selectivity within the organizational design of the US bilateral assistance scheme
created conditions that allowed the initiation of a policy discussion on state
fragility and development. In 2005, USAID drew up specific policy objectives
f

in e en i n in f agile a e (de c ibed ei he a

in c i i ), de ending n he deg ee f

eakne

lne able a e
f he

ae

li ical a h i

e

the territory, the capacity of the state to deliver basic services to the population
and the legitimacy of the government.
On a parallel axis, The World Bank indicated Low-Income Countries Under
Stress (LICUS) which have very weak policies, institutions, and governance.
Since the countries have no capacity for effective mechanisms in financing to
curb poverty, these countries cannot utilize the aid properly (Di John, 2008).
The British Department for International Development (DFID) used the World
Bank
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P lic and In i

f f agile a e , defined in a e

a e defined in

W ld Bank

i nal A e men
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die . I iden ified 46 c n ie

F agile and C nflic Affec ed C
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roughly thirty extremely impo e i hed c n ie
licie , in i

(CPIA) me h d l g

i n , and g e nance
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ha fell nde he
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cha ac e i ed b

LICUS. H

failed

e e,

eak

he LICUS

designation is based largely on economic components of governance, with less
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weight given to security, political, and social considerations. Unde DFID
definition, fragile states are those countries that lack the capacity or the will to
fulfill functions that are indispensable to their populations, including ensuring
security, economic management and the delivery of basic services (DFID, 2005).
In addi i n
Uni

DFID

aid

bli hed a e

g am f

lic , he UK P ime Mini e T n Blai
i hin he ne

he defini i n

f

C

lic

n ie a Ri k f In abili

making ab

f agile

S a eg
(CRI)

ae

hich

emphasized demolishing political, economic and social institutions, civil strife,
lack of control on territory etc. in states such as Somalia, the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC), Sudan, the Central African Republic, Liberia, Sierra
Leone and C e d'I i e. Thi

e

aim

as to battle with the instability that

leads to extremism and violence and to initiate state building process for the sake
of peace and prosperity (Morton, 2005).
Furthermore, a redesigned and redefined security strategy of the EU was
declared in 2003 with new security priorities. Major security challenges were
indicated as terrorism, proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (WMD),
regional conflicts, and organized crime, which could weaken the regional
stability. In particular, state failure has been stated as an alarming phenomenon
that worsens regional instabilities and undermines global governance (EU
Security Strategy, 2003).
Within this new strategy, the EU has started to aim at focusing on security in the
neighb h

d e eciall

n

abili ing he EU

Ea e n e i he ,

hich ha

been regarded as old problematic area due to the legacy of the Cold War era.
Starting with the enlargement policy, the EU was involved in the Eastern Europe
as a major actor for international security and strengthening international order
hile
he EU

gge ing a c m ehen i e ec i
e e nal

lic ha been

lb

. Wi hin hi f ame

k,

idened and the objectives have targeted to

promote democracy, human rights, good governance and reform (Gerrard, 2004).
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The enlargement towards the Eastern Europe would not only strengthen the
ingle ma ke , b

al

ide ec i

f

he EU

ea e n b de

(D

an,

2018: 48-9). It should also be noted that during the enlargement process most of
the Central and Eastern European countries became NATO members, as a sign
indica ing ha EU

ec i

lic

a indeed in line

i h he US na i nal

security strategy.
Besides these political approaches and declared policy agendas for failed states,
some measurement tools were also designed to assess countries in terms of their
fragility with regard to several indicators. One of these tools was developed by
the Fund for Peace (FFP): Conflict Assessment System Tool (CAST)2 for policy
makers and field practitioners to analyze and measure conflict drivers and
dynamics in complex environments and assess the vulnerability of states to
collapse in the 1990s within both qualitative and quantitative indicators. Another
one of these measurement tools is Country Indicators for Foreign Policy (CIFP)
which was formed by a group of scholars from Carleton University. With the
support of the Canadian state, the CIEP aimed to provide a framework that could
enable policymakers and practitioners to engage in fragile environments. The
CIFP has three core parameters -represented by the acronym ALC- for
understanding the fragility: Authority, Legitimacy, and Capacity. It consists of
several wide-ranging tools that encompass, among other things, the monitoring,
forecasting, and evaluation of failed and fragile states, as well as the assessment
of supporting policies intended to address the development, security, and
economic challenges they represent. It has a methodology for evaluating
individual country performance with regards to the Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs) (See: https://carleton.ca/cifp/about-cifp/).

2

CAST was redesigned as Fragile State Index in 2004 and began to be applied in case studies
based on the concept of failed state.
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2.3.3. The Rise of Failed State Literature in Political Science and
International Relations
With these kinds of measurement tools for analyzing the states in terms of
fragility, the concept of failed state has gained traction in political science and
international relations disciplines- specifically along the international security
and development studies areas in the early 2000s. One of the prominent scholars
who worked on failed states is Robert Rotberg who explains the tendency of
some states to fail by considering various factors. Another scholar David
Carment advocates the failed state concept, but he mentions drawbacks of this
approach in terms of linking the theoretical analysis to policy options. He
emphasizes the effective early warning practices for the prevention of state
fail e and a g e ha

nde anding and e

multifaceted, multilayered and multi-ac

nding

me h d l g

a e fail e e

ie a

(Ca men , 2003:421).

Rotberg defines the nation state as the provider of political (public) goods to
persons living within designated parameters (borders) through a decentralized
method of delivery (Rotberg, 2004:2). In this framework, Rotberg focuses on the
ii n f

li ical g d

i

ci i en , a

ae

c cial

le. He highligh

the prominence of security as the most significant political good which aims to
prevent cross-border invasions and infiltrations, and any loss of territory. With
regards to eliminating domestic threats to the national order and social structure,
states should prevent crime or any related dangers to domestic security while
enabling citizens to resolve their differences with the state as well as among their
fellow inhabitants without resorting to arms or other forms of physical coercion
(Rotberg, 2004). He also emphasizes the rule of law, participation of the citizens
in political processes, provision of healthcare, education, infrastructure,
communication, and banking system as sine qua non of a state. Hence the failure
indicators are defined with reference to how good a state performs these roles.
Moreover, while categorizing states, he applies several other indicators such as
GDP per capita, the UNDP Human Development Index, Transparency
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In e na i nal
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e

F eed m f

the World Report.
According to Rotberg (2004), various parameters can cause the state to transform
into the failed category. These parameters can be conflicts (ethnic, religious,
linguistic etc. or/and urban crime), inadequate infrastructure, lack of quality in
education and health services, economic failure, corruption, issues in legitimacy,
et cetera. The states which are struggling with these kinds of issues can be
j dged a being failed ea il : acc ding
indexes which are created b

da

mea
cce f l

emen

l , c i e ia and

ae

licie and he

academic domain. Rotberg (2004) also mentions that:
Failed states are tense, deeply conflicted, dangerous, and contested bitterly by
warring factions. In most failed states, government troops, battle armed revolts
led by one or more rivals. Occasionally, the official authorities in failed state
face two or more insurgencies, varieties of civil unrest, different degrees of
communal discontent, and a plethora of dissent directed at the state and at
groups within the state. (Rotberg, 2004: 5).

In his study, Rotberg (2004) assessed the states that show the general signs of
being failed such as Afghanistan, Angola, Burundi, the Democratic Republic of
Congo (DRC), Liberia, Sierra Leone, and the Sudan. The signs that point to state
failure are presented as:
lasting violence,
civil strife,
dissension of the society,
loss of control on the territory of the state,
increase in criminal violence,
dependent judicial system,
politicized army,
destroyed infrastructure,
decrease in literacy
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increase in infant mortality,
existence of endemic illnesses (with high percentage among citizens),
very-high class inequality (with corruption in institutions like army)
insecurity of citizens
existence of local and independent security forces (under warlords, strong
people)
major economic issues like devaluation (Rotberg, 2004: 17).
R be g define

he

ened e i n f he failed a e a he c lla ed a e

(2004). Democratic states can protect human rights while overcoming the
dissatisfaction of the people and political difficulties brought by the criticism of
the opposition. Stating that the failings of the failed states occur at this point,
Rotberg (2004: 22) elaborates that the failed states cannot respond or adapt to
these situations effectively. The bourgeoisie tries to exploit these adverse
conditions by making use of institutional weaknesses for corruption.
Rotberg further explains that the ex-colonial territories which have turned into
nation-states

strengthened

the

antidemocratic

hierarchy,

such

as

neopatrimonialism over time; naturally pushing these states into failure and
collapse. Corruption, escalating levels of which are one of the indicators of state
failure, accompanies neopatrimonialism and helps to bring the states to failure.
Bad governance is an inescapable corollary, and it has often preceded the
insurgencies within states (Rotberg, 2004: 27).
In this analysis, Rotberg provides the states in turmoil and disaster with a
prescription to regain their institutional capacities and to transform each threat
/and
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On the other hand, Carment emphasizes another aspect in this literature: how to
write prescriptions for the states in crises by developing methodologies of risk
assessment and early warning for the purposes of analyzing and predicting state
failure. Therefore, he recommends an approach for anticipating state failure; this
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approach is process-based and it requires sound analysis as well as an explicit
connection to policy options for preventive measures. According to Carment, the
activities based especially on the long-term structural transformations should
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provide self-monitoring and policy guidance (Carment, 2003:422).
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carried out by Carment and Samy (2014-3) indicates the legitimacy problem in
analyzing state failure, and it defines fragile states that have typically fallen into
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economy, sometimes exacerbated by environmental degradation or natural
disasters. They describe the state fragility as a relative term that could be
evaluated in comparison with the peer states. Thus, they analyze the state
fragility in respect to three core structural parameters: authority, legitimacy, and
capacity (ALC). The parameter of authority encompasses the extent of abilities
of a state which can be listed as enacting binding legislation over a population,
exercising coercive force over its sovereign territory, providing core public
goods and a stable and secure environment to its citizens and communities. In
assessing the condition of state fragility, the first parameter is an authority
problem which can be briefly defined as an inability to control both the people
and the territory. Deterioration in the central authority is accepted as the starting
point of state fragility that leads to politically motivated civil conflict,
fractionalized society, fear of criminal and drug-related violence, shifting
loyalties of the public from the state to the traditional communities such as de
facto authorities of rebel militias or criminal groups; thus hindering the rule of
law, and finally the weaknesses in border control which enables illicit flows of
people and goods.
The second parameter, the lack of legitimacy which occurs due to the lack of
authority refers to the extent of public loyalty and support to the governing
regime, its legislation and policy. Such states that have legitimacy problems face
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a lack of public support, making them inherently vulnerable to internal upheaval
and as a result, denomination as a fragile state. The third parameter is the
capacity problem, which refers to the development or economic capacity that is
unable to meet the requirements of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs);
including GDP per capita, education, human development, infant and maternal
mortality, literacy, disaster risks, arable land, and energy consumption (Carment
and Samy, 2014:3-27).
In addition, Gros explains the failed state with regards to taxonomy, micro level
and macro level risk factors and phases of imperialism which points out the
external origins of state failure in his elaborate study on Haiti. He gives the
definition of the state in accordance with that of Max Weber, as a compulsory
organization whose decisions are injunctions not subject to negotiations and
exceptions. The state has a territorial basis, it monopolizes the force and
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definition of state where it is described as a special organ whose responsibility is
to ensure the good of the collectivity and its status is higher than those of other
institutions since it looks after the collective good (Giddens, 1971). Gros
conveys how Weber and Durkheim see the state: as a protector. Within this
perspective, he defines the failed state as one that does not protect against such
risks.
Gros mentions four types of failed states (Type I, II, III and IV). He defines the
Type I as a state which does not keep law and order among its citizens (the risks
of internal disorder- RID) nor does it protect its territory from external predators
(the risks of external aggression- REA) of whatever origin (e.g., other states,
foreign terrorists, narco-traffickers etc.). In sum, he points out a critical loss of
control and gives Somalia as a proper example for Type I. While explaining
Type II, he describes the states included in this type as such: The state which has
a strong military that does not protect against internal violence- RID but protects
against REA, such as the former USSR (1980s- December 1991) that formed
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presidency. For Type III, the state does not protect against REA but protects
against RID such as Haiti (pre-1986) and Uganda (under Idi Amin presidency).
Lastly, he defines Type IV which ebbs and flows in terms of characteristics of a
failed
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REA but these defects are neither complete nor permanent. For Gros, states in
Type IV compose the vast majority of failed ones and they are the mildest form
of state failure. They can provide certain services of a state, but they have lost
control in some regions especially in the countryside or the periphery of its
territory. He exemplifies this category with Congo, C e d'I i e, and Haiti (post
Duvalier period) (Gros, 2012).
With all these definitions for state weaknesses or failures which are looking at
the several cases, after the 90s and particularly 2000s, state-building processes
has also come to the fore. In another study, we confront the major role of failed
state in insecurity. While giving examples such as terrorist attacks in the West
which have Eastern ties with the states that have been accounted as failed, Siegle
emphasizes the capacity to lethalness and the role in destabilizing their regions in
terms of security. With considering state building activities of Western states, he
lists number of so-called
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Liberia, Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi, Angola, Croatia, Kosovo, East Timor, El
Salvador and Colombia which were gained by the international stabilization
efforts. He considers stabilizing fragile states as a collective challenge of the
contemporary international security era. He lists reason behind state fragility as
poverty, lack of legitimacy, lack of public goods, inequalities and corruption due
to patronage networks of authoritarian regimes that create civil conflict and
distrust of government and the inherent inequalities cause perpetuity of
illegitimacy and instability. To avoid fragility, using a professional and effective
security force to maintain social cohesion which prevents ethnic or geographical
disunity and also for being a legitimate state, states should able to provide social
services. Military intervention is necessary but not enough solely. A fragile state
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needs to be fixed by the integrated political, security and developmental efforts
of international institutions (Siegle, 2011).
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Fukuyama also highlights the prominence of state-building processes in addition
to military intervention in war-torn or unstable countries which are called as
failed or weak states for preserving international order and security. To protect
the international system in a permanent way, he offers not only military power
but also state building mission as soft power tool in these failed states which will
entrench the democratic values to eliminate the threat to international order
(Fukuyama, 2004).
In sum, failed state concept has emerged as one of security challenges in the
post-Cold War period and flourished inside of both the international
development and security studies in parallel with neoliberal policies which have
been started to be followed. At first, it has been staged in foreign policy arena
and then the concept has been studied by many scholars of international security
or/and development, international relations, several think tanks and agencies.
They defined the failed state concept in accordance with state definition of
Weber and the lacks and shortcomings of a state have been determined within
the borders of ideal statehood approach. This kind of states have been recognized
as little Bart Simpsons of the international system.3 Through the 2000s, its
prominence in terms of international security has been highlighted and it has
been moved the top of the threats lists of the Western countries and international
organizations such as the UN, the EU etc. In general, the studies on failed state
have problematized with considering the three core terms: legitimacy, authority
and capability with relying on empirical data that obtained by some kind of
indexes or/and measurement tools which were developed by the think tanks
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This analogy is mentioned in Jean-Ge main G
unsuccessful one (Gros,1996).
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or/and international institutions. Currently, this concept has still been easily
referred to define less democratic, stable and capable ones than the developed
states or/and any country where there has been civil strife, violence and crime
instead welfare, stability and order.
2.4. Critiques of the Failed State Concept
In previous section, it has been tried to present a brief literature review on failed
state concept and to put forward how has evolved. While this concept has started
to be commonly stated in official documents, reports, articles and researches
studies etc., studies have been carried out on criticisms of failed state concept. At
this point, it has been significant to point out how this concept criticized to
utilize while analyzing Mexico and Guerrero at particular level.
Today, although the concept of failed state is a concept that is widely dealt with
in the academic field, many criticisms have been brought to this concept. For
example, failure debate was criticized in different aspects like empirical,
analytical, normative and practical ways. In these criticisms, it is generally
possible to state that the idea that the concept of failed state involves an effort to
mold states. As a matter of fact, it is stated that the concept of failed state is a
stereotypical concept and it is not correct to distinguish it as successful and failed
with sharp lines (Hagman and Hoehne, 2009). In addition, it is one of the
criticisms that the western states' efforts to evaluate the problems arising in many
different parts of the world according to the same criteria in terms of state
capacity (e.g. neoliberal institutionalists and neo-Weberian institutionalists) are
an exclusion and marginalization effort (Lambach, et.al. 2015; Nuruzzaman,
2009; Eriksen, 2011). An example of this is the study stating that the concept of
failed state is a deviant proclamation of West for some countries in Africa (Hill,
2005). One of the other criticisms on the concept that is being all about current
failing status in terms of state capacity and ignoring the political interventions
from outside and historical reconstruction of state structure as in the study of
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Hameiri (2007). In next paragraphs, these views are presented respectively in
order to understand the aspects of criticisms on the concept.
In their study which evaluates Somali as a failed state, Hagman and Hoehne
(2009) indicates that the failed state debate is a useless distinction between
cce f l and failed
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rapprochement of all nation-states, ignoring the variegated empirical state types
existing on the ground, limiting the absence of a central government to anarchy.
In his study, Hill (2005) criticizes the use of the concept of failed state created by
Western Europe and North America for the othering and deviant proclamation of
African societies. In the article with insights from post-colonial studies, it is
argued that the African states defined as failed state in the literature are handled
only according to European traditions, practices, organizations and institutional
structures, and this false situation leads to a static and ahistorical definition of the
state concept. At this point, while failing state analysts interpret the unique
characteristics of African societies according to the West, Hill (2005) rejects the
concept of failed state and tries to understand societies that are marginalized by
the West, declared guilty, seen as deviant, and defined as imperfect.
In the study of Lambach et al. (2015), it is stated that the concepts of fragile,
failed and collapsed state are dealt with in a problematic and methodological
way in terms of normative, and it is pointed out that the studies conducted on this
issue should be carried out more systematically. Although the study of Lambach
et al. (2015) is focused on defining state capacity from a Weberian perspective
and setting standards for state failure, it is possible to state that this study also
criticized it for addressing the systematic shortcomings of current failed state
debates.
In his study, Call (2008) states that the concepts of "failed" and "failing" state are
used in many divergent and problematic ways today and this situation has lost
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such definitions should be tried to be explained by alternative concepts.
In his study, Nuruzzaman (2009) states that the concept of failed state was
formed by guiding politically and ideologically, but it is far from critical
approach in the context of international relations. It is criticized that the West's
political, economic and military policies and the impact of military interventions
on states defined as "failed" are focused only on the fragility and failure of such
states. A criticism is also made regarding the mistakes in state-building strategies
following the US interventions in Afghanistan and Iraq, efforts to establish state
according to the Weberian state definition, and that the liberal worldview of the
West is incompatible with institutional structures in fragile and failed states
(Nuruzzaman, 2009).
Hameiri (2007) states that a wide variety of literature studies were conducted on
the failed state in the post-Cold War period, and the concept of failed state was
generally defined in terms of state capacity (especially by neoliberal
institutionalists and neo-Weberian institutionalists), although there is theoretical
diversity in this literature. At this point, Hameiri (2007) states that due to the
technical and objective nature of the concept of capacity, its political nature in
the process of state building and reconstruction of states is hidden. While
addressing the deficiency of failed state debates isolated from political and social
institutions in terms of resolving conflicts, attention is also drawn to determining
who is involved in these debates and the interests involved in political processes.
While criticizing the failed state discourse and outlining an alternative approach.
In his study, Eriksen (2011) states that evaluating all states over the definition of
modern state according to the criteria established by this definition does not
benefit from understanding these states, analyzing the processes of being failing
or fragile. Instead of this kind of categorization and marginalization, it is stated
that it will be more beneficial to focus on the relationship between the formation
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of the state after the colonialism and the idea of the state and the real state
practices, the way states connect with their societies and their international
relations.
The classical sociological definition of the state is made by Machiavelli with
reference and emphasis on violence and the use of violence. Weber then sought
to define the state on the basis of its means, not on its aims, and described the
state with reference to its monopoly of legitimate violence. According to this, the
state is the human community that holds the monopoly of using physical force
legitimately on a certain piece of land. (Frazer and Hutchings, 2011). In
summary, it is the monopoly of violence and the legitimate character of the
monopoly of violence that makes the state dominant over the territory and
population it occupies. In this definition, an important detail underlying the
formation of the modern state is hidden. Accordingly, once the state seizes the
monopoly of violence, the practice of violence by non-state actors becomes
subject to the permission of the state. Violence used by non-state actors without
he e mi i n f he a e i c n ide ed illegi ima e (O Neill, 1986).
If the state is defined through the monopoly of legitimate violence based on its
sociological definition, it becomes possible to use the failed state in the
Weberian sense for states that cannot function. Failed state conceptualization can
be explained in various ways depending on how the state is defined. For
example, Ignatieff (2002), starting from a Weberian definition of the state,
defines the concept of failed state on the basis of the state's loss of monopoly of
violence. Zartman (1995), on the other hand, defines the failed state as a type of
state in which the state does not fulfill its basic functions, based on a Hobbesian
definition of a social contractual state. Although a common definition of the
failed state conceptualization is not available in the literature, in general, such
states are conceptualized with reference to the failed state in its struggle against
the ongoing political violence during the times of civil war, terrorism and
uprising.
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As it has been examined by the scholars mentioned above, failed state concept
was constructed on the manner of othering the developing states which have not
had the same development process as the developed ones. As a Western-centric,
politically and ideologically developed concept is not enough to explain the
states facing violence, political instability, conflict and poverty. With simplistic
calculations categorizing states via indexes, do not accounted as enough
explanation method. On the other hand, this concept was created with
considering only concerns of developed states and for the sake of their security at
particular, in the name of international security and peace. In addition, as there is
no consensus on defining a failed state, there is also no study which
comprehensively scrutinize on a case study by considering all the factors such as
state-society relations, the condition and relations with other states and
international organizations, its economy, institutions and historical patterns
behind the current status etc.
With regarding these critiques, it cannot be said that Mexico is a failed state. By
looking enduring and accelerating violence for many years due to not only the
drug trafficking and organized crime activities but also guerrilla movements in
Guerrero in particular is just a single parameter but not enough to classify
Mexico in group of failed state, due to the reasons that have been mentioned
above. However, it can be claimed that Mexico has conflictual issues in political,
economic and societal sphere because of drug-related violence and also it should
be worthy to note that drug-related violence is not only single reason of current
discontent, but also it is the output of unfavorable institutionalism comes from
the colonial period. It should be more appropriate to explain the current status of
Mexico via looking into its history from colonial period to our age. Due to the
way of institutional development in years which is the result of path dependence
from colonial period to our time, a kind of unfavorable institutionalism has been
witnessed in Mexico and Guerrero in particular at local sphere. Therefore, to
comprehend the Mexican state and the current violence seen in Mexico it is
essential to present historical institutionalism.
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CHAPTER 3

3. DISCUSSING MEXICO: FAILED OR NOT

The concepts of fragile, failed or collapsed states are usually applied to countries
where the principles of territorial unity, legitimate monopoly over the use of
force and constitutional law do not apply

among them many countries of sub-

Saharan Africa, and Afghanistan. Latin America, however, is only rarely
included in these analyses of fragility. But it is useful to consider whether
extending such concepts to the recent experience of countries like Bolivia and
Venezuela, and even Argentina and Brazil, might illuminate some of the
problems and dynamics of the changing politics of the continent. It is striking
that the list of "fragile states" drawn up by the World Bank Group Work on
Low Income Countries Under Stress: A Task Force Report, includes mainly
African states, and in the region of Latin America (a category used here to
include central America and the Caribbean) it mentions only Haiti. A more
controversial list of sixty unstable states (designated according to several
variables) compiled by The Fund for Peace in Washington, places Haiti in tenth
place, Colombia in fourteenth, and Guatemala, Paraguay, Peru, Honduras,
Ecuador and Cuba in the lower half of the list (Aguirre, 2006).
However, the case of Mexico needs further examination to come to terms with
the concept of a failed state. Mexican state appears to provide a strong basis for
explaining the problem of political violence. To begin with, corruption is all
encompassing (Andreas, 1998) while the drug cartels are responsible for extreme
violence in some parts of the country (Molzahn et al., 2012). Despite these facts,
Mexico is the 14th largest economic power in the world, with strong institutional
mechanisms, which can provide almost complete security of oil pipelines (Paul
et al., 2014).
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One of the most important problems of Mexico in recent years is the violence
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prevent this violence (Morton, 2012). The degree of violence in Mexico is
comparable to the violence experienced in war-torn countries, and drug cartels
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However, surging violence in Mexico cannot be understood through the
activities of drug-oriented criminal organizations alone.
In general, in order to understand the violence, it is necessary to focus the
analysis on the state. In this respect, the political economy approach provides a
useful background for understanding the causes of violence in the country. The
loss of the monopoly of legitimate violence of the Mexican state and the collapse
of political and security institutions should be considered within its social and
material context.
It is important to understand how the bureaucracy, that has an extensive
organization and functioning in Mexico, has become a subject of debates through
failed state terminology. In Mexico, the public's confrontation with a fragmented
bureaucracy, which has lost its monopoly of oppression, poses a serious threat to
the reproduction of violence. In what way do the institutions of the state and the
security-centered ones (i.e. police and army) that exist and function in the
interest of drug-oriented criminal organizations instead of representing the public
interest? What kinds of relations have eroded the Mexican state's monopoly of
legitimate violence?
In this context, this study raises the idea that Mexico's current violence problem
cannot be caused solely by the internal dynamics within the state. In parallel with
this main idea, Morton (2012) argues that the strategic thoughts on the concept
of failed state spreading through policy-making and academic fields - especially
in the US but also beyond, and the state crisis in Mexico cannot be understood
by abstraction from the underlying historical patterns of development. Thus,
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isolating this issue from the political economy and social relations constituting
the Mexican society is unfeasible.
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postcolonial context, by addressing historical, regional and geopolitical
conditions shaping the restructuring of the state in Mexico. Within the given
conditions, it would not be right to think of Mexico's status, independent of the
general context of Latin America. Hence, the next section briefly explores
historical background of Latin America.
3.1. Looking into the History of Latin America
Although there are certain differences due to its social and geographical features
of the country, Mexico generally shares the same fate with the other neighboring
Latin American. Therefore, it is apt to begin the analysis with an historical
insight to the regional context. It is, of course, impossible to do justice to the
complex history of a region as vast as Latin America in few pages. The focus,
therefore, will be on the developments that took place after the nineteenth
century which are more directly significant to the case of Mexico.
After Christopher Columbus landed in the Caribbean in 1492, the new-found
continent became the field of colonialism of European states. While Hernan
Cortes conquered Aztecs in 1519-21, Francisco Pizarro conquest the Inca Empire
in 1532. The Spaniards established a total colonial order in Central and South
America including the southern states of the United States of California, Texas,
New Mexico, Arizona and Florida, while Portugal established a colonial order in
present Brazil. However, Spain came under the occupation of Napoleon during
the wars of the revolution weakening the grip in the colonies which paved the
way for the independence wars during the first decades of the 19th century with
the support of England, Russia, Austria and Prussia. The intention of the other
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European states was to gain control over the colonies of Spain. When Spain was
weakened during this period, the colonies on the American continent rebelled.
President Monroe sent a message to the American Congress on December 2,
1823, announcing his doctrine on two issues. In line with this doctrine, the
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Europe should not interfere with American affairs, and if a European state enters
the American continent and attempts to colonize it, the US will regard this
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to come to the American continent with colonial purposes. Between 1820 and
1830, the Spanish colonies gained their independence (Bertocchi and Canova,
2002).
The state building of the Latin American countries thus should be traced back the
independence period. At the end of the eighteenth century, social tensions
characterized by the racial mixing (mestiso) had increased. The caste lines of
hierarchy had become blurred challenging the established system of social strata.
The Spanish-American Creoles (American born with a Spanish descent) were
discriminated without any lawful foundation causing increasing tension between
them and peninsulars (Iberian Peninsula born). Peninsulars would be controlling
the administrative and commercial activities, conducting tax collection each time
heavier burden both on the indigenous and creoles. Creoles had strong influence
at the local municipal level that gave them the military leadership during the
independence (Halperin Donghi, 1993).
The son of a creole family, Simon Bolivar declared Venezuela's independence in
1816 by fighting against the loyal peninsular colonialists. Bolivar, who became
the elected President in 1819, entered Bogota and established the Colombian
state and united it with present Venezuela. In 1822, he incorporated present day
Ecuador into this union of Gran Colombia. Argentina in 1816, Chile in 1818,
Brazil in 1822 and Uruguay in 1828 declared independence. In November 1821,
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Panama became independent. Peru, which had declared its independence in
1821, became independent from the Spaniards in 1824 with the help of Bolivar.
In 1821, five Central American states declared their independence and joined the
Mexican Empire. When the Mexican Empire collapsed in 1823, the states left
Mexico to form the Central United States. But, in 1838, these states, which
suffered constant conflicts among them, became five independent states, as they
are now called Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador, Nicaragua and Costa Rica.
Efforts to unite these republics have failed (Lynch, 1983).
It is the independence wars that took place in a large part of the continent in
1810-1825 which gave the word "nation" a different meaning in Latin America.
As independence approached, Simon Bolivar put it in this way in 1815:
We are not Europeans; we are not Indians; we are but a mixed species of
aborigines and Spaniards. Americans by birth and Europeans by law, we find
ourselves engaged in a dual conflict: we are disputing with the natives for titles
of ownership, and at the same time we are struggling to maintain ourselves in
the country that gave us birth against the opposition of the invaders. Thus, our
position is most extraordinary and complicated (Page and Sonnenburg, 2003:
1123).

It was necessary to build the unique identity of Latin America. Despite all the
divisions, there was a sense of cultural unity with the "great homeland" that
encompassed the old colonies. The first unified proposal of the unification was
designed by Bolivar. In June 1826, Bolivar called for a Congress of Deputies in
Panama for the institutional basis of this union. There were participants from
Colombia, Panama, Venezuela and Ecuador, Peru, Mexico and Guatemala.
However, they lacked authority and did not have the internal stability to carry
out Bolivar's proposals (Mix, 1991).
As Galeano indicates, type of production and class structure in countries of Latin
America were externally moulded at every turn with referring to chaining up
universal wheel of capitalism. Dependencies which consecutively occurred has
created an endless chain (Galeano, 2006:14). In the eye of people who regard the
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history as a competition, belatedness and poverty of Latin America are the result
of failure (Galeano, 2006:15). The double tragedy of developing countries is due
to the fact that they are victims of this international monopolization mechanism,
as well as their subsequent compensation for industrial delays, that is, the
accumulation of industrial capital in a world filled with the manufacturing
products of the developed Western industry (Galeano, 2006:49). Even today, it
can be claimed that the existence of the rich centers of capitalism can only be
explained by the existence of poor and enslaved periphery countries, and these
rich centers and poor circles are in front of us as an integral part of the same
system (Galeano, 2006:51).
3.2. The US Foreign Policy from The Monroe Doctrine to the Cold War
The Monroe Doctrine was articulated in President James Monroe's seventh
annual message to Congress on December 2, 1823. The European powers,
according to Monroe, were obligated to respect the Western Hemisphere as the
Uni ed S a e '
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to Congress contained the Monroe Doctrine, which warned European powers not
to interfere in the affairs of the Western Hemisphere (Murphy, 2005).
The name "Latin America" became popular in the 1860s as part of the movement
of Pan-Latinism during the reign of Napoleon III. The fact that Latin American
countries are in the same hemisphere as the US has had important consequences
for their political history. Towards the end of the 19th century, the idea of PanAmericanism, which foresees the unification of the American continent under
the hegemony of the United States, was based on the establishment of a colonial
empire by the United States and developed in particular by Jefferson.
Understandably, the United States has always taken a particular interest in its
closest neighbors

the nations of the Western Hemisphere. Equally

understandably, expressions of this concern have not always been favorably
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regarded by other American nations. The Monroe Doctrine is a well-known the
US policy toward the Western Hemisphere. Buried in a routine annual message
delivered to Congress by President James Monroe in December 1823, the
doctrine warns European nations that the United States would not tolerate further
colonization or puppet monarchs. The doctrine was conceived to meet major
concerns of the moment, but it soon became a watchword of U.S. policy in the
Western Hemisphere. The Monroe Doctrine was invoked in 1865 when the U.S.
government exerted diplomatic and military pressure in support of the Mexican
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against the Emperor Maximilian, who had been placed on the throne by the
French government (Renehan, 2007).
The lack of land distribution to the landless indigenous due to resilient power of
the landed aristocracy, the lack of development of trade with Europe, and the
damage to local industry due to production of cheap goods in Europe caused
many Latin American countries to experience violence, dictatorship, political
and economic instability between 1820 and 1870. From the 1870s onwards, the
capital movement from Europe created changes in the economy and increased
the debts of these countries. On the other hand, the interventions of the powerful
states in Latin America (US to Mexico in 1845-1848 and Nicaragua in 18551860, France to Mexico in 1861-1867) for trade concessions and raw materials
also developed a sense of solidarity against the aggressors. In the 1880s, US
Secretary of State James G. Blaine created the "Big Brother" policy, and Latin
American countries were forced to open markets to the United States (Van
Zoonen and Aslama, 2006).
After gaining independence, during the civil wars as well as the wars between
the newly established countries, the sense of continental solidarity soon
weakened. Western powers continued to intervene in the region to keep their
trade paths open by preventing internal cohesion. Brazil and Argentina came to
the brink of war many times over the 19th century to seize Uruguay and
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Paraguay. Brazil, the first country to recognize the independence of Paraguay in
1811, made three political and military interventions in Uruguay in 1851, 1855
and 1864. Between 1843-1852, Uruguay had gone through a nine-year civil war
in the capital city of Montevideo, where France was involved. Of these wars, the
most grievous was Chile's Pacific War against Peru and Bolivia between 18791883, and the Chaco War of 1865-1870, which posed the tripartite alliance of
Argentina, Uruguay and Brazil against Paraguay. In the Spanish-Peruvian War
of 1864-1866, former Spanish colonies such as Chile, Ecuador and Bolivia stood
by Peru in the name of Spanish American solidarity (Quijano, 2000).
Almost 40 years later, in 1904, European creditors of a number of Latin
American countries threatened armed intervention to collect debts. President
Theodore Roosevelt promptly proclaimed the right of the United States to
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a result, the US Marines Corps were sent to Santo Domingo in 1904, Nicaragua
in 1911, and Haiti in 1915, ostensibly to keep the Europeans out. Other Latin
American nations viewed these interventions with misgiving, and relations
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During the nineteenth century, the US administration often resorted to the
Monroe Doctrine and intervened in Latin American countries. Many countries
have been repeatedly subjected to occupation, coups, dictatorships and civil
wars. The influence of the US on the American continent has emerged as a
special relationship. From the 1880s onwards, an attempt was made to promote
the idea of Pan-Americanism and the unity of Americans. However, this effect
diminished after the Second World War (Tulchin, 2016).
From the beginning of the 20th century, the United States became more intrusive
in the internal affairs of the Latin American republics. US President Theodore
Roosevelt's administration expanded the scope of the Monroe Doctrine and
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announced that if any state in Central and South America could not gain US
confidence in its social and political structure, the US would intervene.
Roosevelt imposed an agreement for the opening of the Panama Canal in 1901 to
the Colombian government, which was then in the territory of Panama. When the
Colombian Senate did not ratify the treaty, there was a revolt by manipulation,
and in 1903 Panama was given independence. This civil war killed 26,000
people. Channel rights from Panama were purchased for $10 million. Roosevelt's
gain from the Monroe Doctrine i called a
f hegem n
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Big Stick . The
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the US in the region is reinforced by the Big Stick policy. American intervention
in the continent continued with examples of Nicaragua in 1912, Haiti in 1914,
and Dominican Republic in 1916. These interventions were later referred to as
Banana Wars, and the Latin American geography began to be described as the
backyard

f he Uni ed S a e (Mi chene and Weidenmie , 2005).

Latin American countries remained neutral during the WWI and offended the
United States. Only 8 of the 20 countries declared war on Germany, and only
Cuba and Brazil actively supported the Allies. During the war, Latin American
countries developed their economies by selling raw materials. However, the
economic crisis in the mid and late 1920s showed the problems associated with
privatizing the food sector. During this period, while farmers desperately tried to
destroy their crops to raise prices, riots for bread and protest marches of hungry
people became usual cases (Benjamin, 1987).
On the other hand, the banana empire of the United Fruit Company, a US
company, sold vegetables such as carrots, potatoes, peas, and especially tropical
fruits such as bananas and pineapples, which they bought from farms in third
world countries to the US and European markets. The company's influence in
Guatemala was so great that in 1901, the government gave the United Fruit
Company the authority to manage the country's postal services. By the 1920s, the
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Because of the organization of the company, which evokes colonial practices, its
intensive working conditions and its interventions to political structure of the
countries in which its farms were
eme ged. The fi
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used pejoratively to connote certain countries of the South.
The American government adopted a policy that supported the emergence of
pro-US movements instead of direct intervention in the southern countries after
Franklin D. Roosevelt declared a 'good neighbor policy' with Latin American
countries in 1934. The policy of low-intensity conflict implemented by the
United States during the 20th century aimed to keep the power people of their
choice in Asia, Africa and Latin America in power to exploit the natural
resources of these countries. Although this type of war has caused many
massacres of civilians and human rights violations, it has not been successful
anywhere, and the hatred towards the US has not ended (Jones, 2000).
During World War II, Washington received support from all other governments,
except Uruguay, to become allies. Uruguay remained neutral till the end of the
war. During these years, the Germans in Latin America were sent to the United
States (Cole et.al, 2005).
After World War II, the Cold War between the US and the USSR started. During
this period, the fear of the US was the spread of communism, and so even if they
came to power by democratic means, it led to the overthrow of governments that
were left-leaning in the political line or not in the interests of the US. The US
wanted to reorganize Latin America, which it saw as its backyard after the
Second World War. For this purpose, in 1947, a mutual defense agreement was
signed with the Rio Pact. A year later, the Organization of American States
(OAS12) was established (Shaw, 2003).
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These arrangements, in fact, represented a return to the Monroe Doctrine of 1823
during the Cold War. The aim was to prevent the entry of communism into these
countries through military partnerships. Several countries, particularly Uruguay
and Brazil, refused to deploy American troops in their countries. In 1947, the US
nuclear bombers flexed their muscles on Uruguay. Finally, in exchange for
military assistance, the countries were forced to sign the 1947 Rio Treaty, which
envisaged a US multilateral intervention (Shaw, 2003).
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security and the struggle against communism, also brought rigid interventions.
During the Cold War period, the US tried to intervene in the administrations of
Latin American states to defeat the US interests. This led to extreme violence
and political instability in many countries, while paving the way for leftist
governments. After Fidel Castro and Ernesto Che Guevara overthrew the USsupported Batista dictatorship in 1959, many Latin American countries suffered
direct interference from the US administration, which did not want another Cuba
in the region. The US first tried military coups to overthrow the leftist
governments, and when the coups failed, they resorted to terrorist methods,
torture, mass executions, death squads and other coercion. In Bolivia alone, there
were 190 military coups since its independence in 1825 (Darnton, 2012).
In 1962, the Monroe Doctrine was invoked symbolically when the USSR began
to build missile-launching sites in Cuba. With the support of the Organization of
American States, President John F. Kennedy threw a naval and air quarantine
around the island. After several tense days, the USSR agreed to withdraw the
missiles and dismantle the sites. Subsequently, the United States dismantled
several of its obsolete air and missile bases in Turkey (Gilderhus, 2006).
In sum, there has been continuous intervention in the regions by the Europe and
the US in different time periods which would have serious implications with
regards to political development of the institutions. Tracing the history of the
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regions from colonialism till the Cold War, it is evident that Latin American
states cannot be evaluated only by considering their internal dynamics. What
appears as institutional failure has been part and parcel of the international
dynamics. The domestic power relations in these countries have since the
colonial era been shaped, and reshaped in relations to external power relations.
Therefore, while analyzing Latin American countries, the negative the external
role of European powers and especially the US should not be underestimated.
3.3. Post-Cold War Era and the New Discourse: Drug Trafficking
Following the collapse of the USSR, the US has seen itself as the sole ruler of
the world and has continued to pursue policies similar to those of the Cold War
period. Factors of "national security" continued to serve as a cover for US
aggressive policy. The rulers who oppose America's security (interests) are
overthrown by coups in the past and manipulated masses today. And those who
resist such American intervention are declared war criminals. In fact, the
resources of the countries are exploited, new markets are created for this
exploitation and the resources of the country are seized through privatization.
With the discourse of democracy, the internal parameters of the countries are
kept by the people who support the US. Unless the Latin American countries
make an important breakthrough in economic, political and military terms, it
does not seem easy to change their situation in the short term. As long as other
states are involved in their home affairs, peace and a better life in Latin America
cannot go beyond being a distant hope (Diamint, 2004).
In the 1990s, during the post-Cold War era, while US policy of active
involvement in Latin America continued mutual relations drifted towards a more
complex structure. The US foreign policy, which had just abandoned the antiCommunist security perspective, developed a new perception of national security
through the fight against drug trafficking and organized crime. Hence, the policy
towards the countries of the region was shaped within this framework. This
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policy was first initiated in Panama and the drug-fighting strategy was put into
practice in Colombia after President Noriega was taken from his country and
imprisoned (Ortiz, 2002).
While the contingent geographical and social factors might have caused the
emergence of drug trafficking, its persistence and reproduction could be related
with the very dynamics of the capitalist system. Hence, the emergence of drug
cartels could be viewed from a broader perspective. The problems created by the
drug trafficking were left unresolved by the consecutive governments. The
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regional sovereignty in Latin America. However, instead of solving this problem,
it led other forms to continue (Villa et.al, 2016).
In Latin America, without addressing the legacy inherited from colonialism and
the whole political system based on it, it does not seem possible to develop
solutions to the problems posed by drugs and violence. Therefore, the section, to
understand the current condition of Mexico due to drug trafficking and violence,
will turn to a brief history of Mexico to draw attention to violence related to
foreign interventions by means of neoliberalism and critical junctures.
3.4. From Colonialism to Neoliberalism: Critical Junctures in History of
Mexico
Despite the efforts of heavily armored Mexican security forces and supported
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and discontent among Mexican society, escalating rate of drug trade, revealing
linkages between drug traffickers and statesmen reflected on inferring Mexican
state as a failed one. It can be asserted that this ascription was mold in terms of
the US foreign and security policy and the US centered political approaches.
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carried out not only by official departments of the US governments but also think
tanks and prominent names of foreign policy, military and government. For
instance, in Freedom House 2007 report, Mexico was included in country groupHungary, Taiwan, South Africa, Argentina, the Philippines, Brazil and Kenyawhich has unformed or fragile democratic institutions although these were in
better position in terms of democratic stability before (Freedom House, 2007).
Mexico was firstly and bluntly mentioned with Pakistan as one of the states on
the edge of collapse in the Uni ed S a e J in F ce C mmand

2008 e

-

The Joint Operating Environment:
In a ic la , he g
ing a a l b he d g ca el and hei h g n he
Mexican government over the past several years reminds one that an unstable
Mexico could represent a homeland security problem of immense proportions to
he Uni ed S a e . In e m f
-case scenarios for the Joint Force and
indeed the world, two large and important states bear consideration for a rapid
and sudden collapse: Pakistan and Mexic .
The Me ican
ibili ma
seem less likely, but the government, its politicians, police, and judicial
infrastructure are all under sustained assault and pressure by criminal gangs and
drug cartels. How that internal conflict turns out over the next several years will
have a major impact on the stability of the Mexican state. Any descent by the
Mexico into chaos would demand an American response based on the serious
implication f h meland ec i al ne
(Joint Operating Environment,
2008: 34).
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non-functionalized state organs which have become under the control of drug
trafficking organizations on the way to state failure of Mexico. Looking back to
previous Mexican governments, Friedman states that a tradition of state failure
ha been de el
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border with the US, which has been accepted as great power who controls North
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America. Friedman warns that possible state failure would create geopolitical
reflections and extension of competence between drug trafficking organizations
and related to this competence, violence into the US, Friedman warns (Friedman,
2008).
In 2009, regarding increasing violence in Mexico, an analogy between Mexico
and Iraq, Iran was made by Director of Central Intelligence, General Michael
Hayden. He pointed out that this was the greatest potential threat to national
security of the US in the upcoming years compared to Iraq and Iran (Nava,
2011).
In addi i n, a i ha been men i ned in Jame D. C ckc f
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failed state as the main reason behind violence in Mexico and Central America
by referring to insecurity, instability, corruption and ungovernability (Cockroft,
2010). The Fund for Peace and Foreign Policy Magazine ranked Mexico as 98th
on the Failed States Index, 2009 and almost it remained in its place in top 100
states of FSI for years.
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between Mexico and Colombia in terms of drug trafficking and violence caused
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condition more with the failed state concept. In her

words;
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it got to the point where more than a third of the country, nearly 40 percent
of the country at one time or another was controlled by the insurgents, by
FARC. B i g ing
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and better law enforcement and, where appropriate, military support for that law
enforcement married to political will to be able to prevent this from spreading
and
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Central America, Mexico, and the Caribbean.
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In parallel with FSI, in the annual report of Freedom House for 2011, Mexico
was also mentioned with Ukraine as the

a l f ee c n ie
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drug-related violence and inefficiency of Mexican government (Freedom in the
World 2011, 2011).
With 2000s, along with these analyses and statements, drug related violence has
started to head towards to journalists, officials, staff of law enforcement etc.
Tortured dead bodies of common people who were not in drug trafficking
increased the visibility of violence. Fractionalized drug trafficking organizations
began to realize a variety of criminal activities such as kidnapping, torture,
extortion etc. targeting ordinary people. Finally, news on drug related violence
had wide media coverage at both national and international levels.
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rejected them:
To say that Mexico is a failed state is absolutely false. I have not lost any part,
any single part, of Mexican territory. Colombia lost [territory] during several
decades . . . and even today huge parts of its territory [are] in the hands of the
criminals, or the guerrillas, or some combination of drug traffickers and
guerrillas. But in Mexico, all the territory is in the hands of the Mexican
authorities (BBC, 2009).
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and applause the government of Mexico for its struggle for defying drug
trafficking organizations and corruption. Refusing to compare it to Nigeria or
Somalia, Williams finds failed state rhetoric for Mexico faulty and simplistic
without underestimating the macabre level of violence (Williams, 2009). In line
with Williams, Gros sees violence as just one parameter in state failure. Giving
some regions in Mexico, Venezuela and Brazil as example, violence does not
mean that there is a state failure, however it in itself does not show that the state
achieved an acceptable status to preserve internal order (Gros, 2012).
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flourished in the last decade, the concept of failed state was utilized by some
scholars to serve the US-centric approach to Mexico. They just look at the
accelerating violence and consider Mexico as a threat to national security of the
US. Without regarding negative external role of the US in expansion of drug
trafficking and the growth of narco-economy and drug-related violence, Mexican
state is placed in the category of failed states. As an alternative, the next section
of the present study will focus on critical junctures and path dependence.
3.5. Different Colonial Practices: Which Path to be Dependent?
In this subsection of the thesis, the facts that have pushed Mexico into the failed
state debates are discussed in the historical context. Therefore, firstly, path
dependence phenomenon caused by different colonization processes in North
and South America is presented. Then, starting with the declaration of
independence of Mexico, policies and institutional change processes
implemented until today are discussed chronologically.
To clarify how Mexico has become a subject of failed state discourse is the main
problem of this thesis. At this point, historical processes are important in terms
of providing the necessary information. When examining historical processes,
one can observe that the existence of Mexico's current problems is not surprising.
The reason for this is the direction of institutional changes that have been
developing since the colonial period. It is possible to explain this process of
change with the concept of path dependence. In defining path dependence, many
scholars employ a broad conceptualization that essentially entails the argument
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influential definition, path dependence means "that what has happened at an
earlier point in time will affect the possible outcomes of a sequence of events
occurring at a later point in time" (Sewell, 1996: 262-263). Definitions such as
this one have led many scholars to characterize their arguments as path54

dependent simply because earlier events affect later events. For example, in her
excellent study of oil-producing nations, Karl (1999) characterizes her argument
as path-dependent because it shows that the impact of decisions made in the past
persists into the present and defines the alternatives for the future. Nooteboom
(1997) adopts a similar approach when he argues that organizational evolution is
path-dependent in the usual sense that directions for future development are
foreclosed or inhibited by directions taken in past development.
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processes between Mexico and the US, which were colonized in the same period.
Despite the similar conditions faced by the Spanish and British colonists,
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political differences as the formation of exclusive and inclusive institutions. The
institutional change processes of these two countries, which have great
differences in economic and political terms, and the path dependence
strengthened in these processes can explain why Mexico is the subject of a failed
state debate.
In addition to the phenomenon of path dependence, which is influential in
Mexico's institutional transformation processes and has an undeniable role in
bringing it to its present state, changing economic policies under the influence of
the bourgeoisie, which emerged on the basis of capitalist means of production
and endeavored to establish hegemony over Mexican society which had high
agricultural production levels and population density are also important. It is
clear that these economic policies have changed in line with the goal of
maximizing profit. The mechanisms that provide the balance between power and
the consent of the people have been effective in ensuring stability in these
processes of economic change. The mechanisms of power-consent created with
the Mexican revolution and structured in a manner similar to Gramsci's passive
revolution (Morton, 2007), have long been preserved in the country which was
ruled by one-party rule. Keynesian economic models imposed on the market by
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the global crisis of 1929 began to be implemented in this period. With the rise of
social opposition in the 1960s and the deterioration of economic balances, the
system faced a new crisis in the 1970s (Topal, 2010). The neoliberal policies
developed in this direction began to be implemented in Mexico in the 1980s and
led to the dissolution of the consent mechanisms between PRI administration and
the public. It is not surprising that drug cartels, one of the major factors driving
Mexico into the failed state debate, have emerged, especially during the
neoliberal period. The neoliberal policies that led to the detachment of the
people, most of whom are tied to the land, raised the problem of migration and
the masses that were concentrated in the cities were then pushed into poverty. As
a result, many young people had to be included in the system of drug cartels,
hoping to survive misery.
Differences in development levels across countries around the world have been
the subject of debate from past to present. Adam Smith first addressed this issue
in his book The Wealth of Nations, which is considered as the beginning of
modern economics. When Adam Smith wrote his book, the welfare level
difference between nations was 5 times at most, but now this difference is over
40 ime (Acem
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in welfare level between nations is discussed from many different perspectives.
These include geographical factors (source-nature, science), cultural factors
(Webe ) and enligh ened leade hi
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e). B
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issue in this thesis (perhaps the most important factor) is the policies that
condemn nations to poverty and infiltrate institutional structures.
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that provide an environment conducive to investment and innovation and which
can provide equal conditions for a nation to present its existing capabilities in the
most efficient way. On the other hand, institutional structures that cannot protect
the property rights of nations, cannot provide public order are ineffective in
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conflict resolution, do not reward innovation and hinder sustainable economic
growth are expressed as exclusive economic institutions. The most important
point mentioned here is that the exclusive institutions are designed consciously.
These exclusive institutions, designed by those who hold power, ensure
continuation of inequality and exploitation.
The American continent is an important example to understand how different
institutional structures are shaped, how they find support in different political
circles, and in turn lead to a huge economic difference. The economic and
political institutions in the Americas have been largely shaped by the experiences
of colonialism that began in the early 16th century. It is necessary to evaluate
this process as North and South and to identify the differences.
A Acem
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and Robinson (2012) state, the colonists who came to South

America set foot on this continent for the purpose of finding precious metals
such as gold and silver and capturing and enslaving the indigenous people to be
forced to work. However, the indigenous
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reasons such as that they did not have an established order, did not have a
hierarchy within themselves, and were difficult to capture. As a result of this
failure, the colonists moved to the region known as Paraguay, northward, and
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was that they had a hierarchy within themselves. The colonists took over this
hierarchy and enslaved society. During the enslavement process, a system of
exploitation was established in the form of forced labor and land allocation to the
elite Spaniards. In addition to being obliged to accept the wages they receive, the
incomes of the locals and the necessity of receiving the products that the elite
tries to sell caused major problems in terms of property rights. In such an order,
there can be no such thing as economic growth and sustainable development.
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The colonization process of the North America has similar characteristics to the
South America. The Virginia Company model, consisting of the elite captains
and aristocrats sent to North America in the early 17th century, pursued similar
objectives to the Spanish invaders. The Virginia Company pursued precious
metals, such as gold, in the hope that they could enslave the natives and force
them into labor. The colonists who came to North America faced similar
conditions as those in the South and failed to achieve their goals. At this point,
unlike the South, they decided to bring their own imported lower class
(proletariat). It is important to note that the incoming groups were restricted by
strict laws. The strategies adopted by subclass settlers on the continent under
strict laws (escaping, illegal trade, etc.) have led to the need to develop new
strategies for injecting the subclass into the settler community in colonies such as
the Jamestown colony, which the Virginia Company is allowed to establish. In
this direction, the system was established in 1618 and known as headright. It was
based on the protection of the land's right to property in exchange for the
cultivation of land by giving a legal share of land to the imported sub-classes.
Nevertheless, the security of property rights could not be mentioned under
circumstances where the slightest crime was punished with death. Political rights
have also been granted over time to secure the economic incentives offered to
settler subclasses. This, in fact, enabled them, through more inclusive political
institutions, to move to a position higher than the lower layer of society from
which they could make their own decisions.
The main reason for the difference between South and North America colonized
in the same period is the differences in economic and political institutions
formed in these regions. The long-term economic development of their empires
was largely hampered as the Spaniards managed to establish exclusionary
institutions to enrich themselves and their kings. By the 19th century, the United
States was a better place to take advantage of new technologies and economic
ni ie (Acem

l and R bin n, 2012).
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Galeano also emphasizes the difference between the North and the South of
American continent by indicating the colonization systems. As he claims, two
different colonization methods existed for two different Americas: The United
States and Latin America. The migrants who arrived at the North America aimed
to settle with their families and establish colonial settlements. They did not
become a kind of colonial tool to enhance European capitalist accumulation. But
in the South, plantation economy was established, leading Spain and Portugal to
depend on slave labor. After enslaving indigenous people, they also imported
slave labor from African continent. Cheap workforce was there just to feed and
flourish the Europe (Galeano, 2006:174-176).
Colonial institutions have long since disappeared. In this part of the thesis, the
main stress is on the connection of institutional change processes with the steps
taken in the past. This bond, which is called path dependence, is able to explain
the extent to which the renewed institutions resemble the institutional structures
formed in the past. In other words, even though colonial institutions do not exist
anymore, it cannot be denied that the remnants of exclusionary institutional
structures continue to expose Mexico and other South American countries to
various problems. With the disappearance of the colonial order, this path
dependence has become evident. The deep differences in the US and Mexico's
stories of independence explain this fact. While the institutional transformation
processes in the US independence process took the form of the development of
inclusive institutions formed during the colonial period, the independence
process in Mexico came to the agenda as a tool used by the colonial elites to
consolidate the exclusionary institutions. The differences between the
institutional structures established after independence also support this. Mexico,
for example, has been struggling with civil wars and instability for decades after
independence. The type of business and investments established by those who
set up and invested businesses is also quite different between the United States
and Mexico. In the United States, for example, it was possible to freely enter
many of the promising areas in the 19th century, as evidenced by the different
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backgrounds of the leading businessmen of that period. In Mexico, in the second
half of the nineteenth century, businesses that emerged with relative stability
were established and managed by elites who cooperated with the government,
protected by legal regulations and monopolized the banking system. The end
result was that it was the United States rather than Mexico, which grew rapidly
in the 19th century and early 20th century. And this is the period in which the gap
between these two countries is most likely to open between North America and
South America.
It is the economic institutions that determine economic incentives and the
allocation of resources, investments and innovation as a result. But it is the
political institutions that determine how economic institutions work and how
they evolve. In many societies suffering from exclusionary economic
institutions, the reason for the disappearance of colonial institutions is that
political power is concentrated in the hands of elites ruling with exclusionary
political institutions.
3.5.1. Mexico in the Post-Colonial Period
In the 19th century, the expansion of production tools and capital in the center
formed by developed capitalist countries led to the dissolution of traditional
economies in the peripheral countries, and then to the start of the dependent
primitive capitalist accumulation process. Accordingly, the place of Latin
America in the international division of labor and its role in the formation of
global capitalism cannot be understood only with reference to the 19th century.
Since the 16th century, when Latin America began to be colonized, and
especially the 18th century, it has been an important center providing valuable
mineral, raw materials and food products to commercial capitalism sprouting in
Europe. In the primitive accumulation process in the 19th century, while the
classical economic and social relations based on the land gradually resolved,
foreign capital turned towards public borrowing, infrastructure investments such
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as railways, raw material production and export, agricultural products for the
foreign market and manufactured production for domestic consumption. The
expansion of capitalism from the center to the near periphery has led to the
formation of a dependent socioeconomic form in which the capitalist and noncapitalist forms coexist, conditioned by the process that Trotsky defined as
ne en and c mbined de el

men (A hman, 2009).

Mexico, which gained its independence in 1820, witnessed the development of
economic activities especially in the fields of mining and agricultural products
for international markets. While the conversion of the local economy with
British and French consumer goods took place in the beginning of the century, it
lost nearly half of its territory (Texas, California, Utah, Arizona, Nevada,
Colorado and New Mexico) with the physical intervention of the United States.
Against these losses, liberals who wanted to eliminate the influence of the great
landowners and aristocracy, to maintain the modernization of Mexico and
continue their colonial privileges, revolted for reform in 1855 and declared the
constitution in 1857. After this date, liberals started a massive struggle against
the great landowners and the church, one of the most important landowners in
Mexico. Between 1859 and 1861, with the laws were referred to as Reform
Laws, the state was secularized, all the property of the church was nationalized,
and all its privileges before the law were abolished. Although the liberals won
the civil war, the church and the conservative land-owner conservatives asked
for help from Spain, England and France. After this request, Napoleon III,
France invaded Mexico and led to the establishment of the second empire, where
they brought the Maximiliano of the Habsburg dynasty to power This occupation
and the anti-constitutional government ended in 1867 when the liberals defeated
the conservatives and re-established the republic (Wenzel, 2010).
It is important to note that the most important dynamic underlying the struggles
which mentioned above is the struggle of bourgeoisie to establish hegemony in a
society where agricultural production and population were intense. In this
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respect, the issue of private property on land is an inevitable part of the
problematic of the establishment of a bourgeois domination that has survived to
the present day. In Mexico, where the articulation to the international capitalist
markets was largely through mineral products and agricultural products, the
biggest obstacle to capitalist development for liberals was that land ownership
could not be transformed into a free-floating market because it was concentrated
in the hands of churches and latifundia (big landholdings) or for selfconsumption by indigenous communities. At the same time, the church was the
most important credit source in the country, thanks to its privileges on land
ownership and diezmo (giving ten percent of the revenues to the church)
e en e . Wi h he J
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Lerdo -1856), all lands that are not based on individual property, including lands
called ejido, that the Indigenous people have been using for centuries, have been
put up for sale. Although the liberals oppose the monopolization of the land, the
lands of small landowners who cannot fight with landowners larger than them
due to 5 percent internal customs have been gradually gathered in the hands of
large farms (hacienda) (Cypher, 2007).
During this period, migration and geographical location constituted the basis of
organized crime in Mexico. Poppy was first brought in by the Chinese
immigrants to the province of Sinaloa, West Mexico, the most important heroin
supplier of North America, in the 1880s. As a result of the closeness of Sinaloa
to the state of California, the state of Sinaloa has become one of the main
suppliers of legal opium and its derivatives, heroin and morphine, until the US's
Harrison Narcotics Tax Act of 1914 subjecting the sale of opium to strict
regulations. With the increase in the need for medical morphine, an opium
extract, due to the WWII, legal opium production increased. At that time, Japan
produced most of the opium in the world, and because of the war, the US started
to supply legal morphine from Mexico, especially from the province of Sinaloa,
instead of Japan. Although the production of morphine provided a great benefit
in military medicine, the legal trade of opium has caused widespread illegal
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cultivation and distribution. As a result, poppy production, mainly brought by
Chinese immigrants and legally provided to the US military for several years,
underlies the strength of today's Sinaloa Cartel (Lauderdale, 2013: 188).
3.5.2. Passive Revolution Process in Mexico (1910-1920)
The incorporation of Mexico in the 19th century to the global capitalist system in
an uneven and combined manner has been the main socioeconomic factor that
also conditioned the passive revolution that the bourgeoisie enacted by
cooperating with the peasants and the emerging working class. In 1910, 800
large landowners, many of them foreign, owned almost all the land of the
country. These landowners lived in the capital or in Europe. When they visited
their lands, they were sheltered in their mansions surrounded by high stone
walls. On the other side of the walls, the workers lived one after the other in mud
brick sheds. 12 million of the population of 15 million worked on the
latifundiums. The workers were spending all of their wages in tienda de raya, in
shops, to buy beans, flour and drinks which were selling at astronomical prices.
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military barracks and churches. A member of one of the noble families of the
time said that the natives were born "lazy, drunkard and thief". The situation was
the same in tobacco plantations in Valle Nacional, forest businesses and orchards
in Chiapas and Tabasco, and rubber, coffee, sugar cane, tobacco and fruit
plantations in Veracruz, Oaxaca and Morelos. Galeano refers to John Kenneth
T ne
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Diaz completely politically dependent on the US, thus turning Mexico into a
colonial land in a slave status. North American capital made direct and indirect
gains from its partnership with the dictatorship (Galeano, 2006:161-163).
At this point, it should be noted that the concept of passive revolution
corresponds to an important historical development that resulted in the
consolidation of capitalist production relations in state-society relations. Briefly,
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in the definition of Gramsci, the passive revolution is revolution-restoration, in
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alliance, which opens the clogged dialectic, between lower classes and
bourgeoisie which had no capacity to establish new hegemony (Morton, 2007).
Thus, the developing bourgeoisie in Mexico has set out to reorganize and
organize capitalist production relations by establishing a different and more
sustainable form of power-consent. While the old regime, which had lost its
capacity to ensure the continuation and expansion of the developing capitalist
production relations and capitalist accumulation, was being liquidated by the
alliance of the bourgeoisie, which had completed its development process,
capitalist relations of production were consolidated on the basis of consent
mechanisms that would satisfy the working masses in the short term and control
or paralyze in the medium term.
In 1909, the enactment of a law envisaging the seizure of part of the land further
triggered the already long-standing social contradictions (Galeano, 2006:162).
Emilliano Zapata, who became famous as the best horse trainer in the country
and gained everyone's respect with his honesty and courage, became the guerrilla
leader. Southerners formed an army of liberation under the leadership of Zapata
(Galeano, 2006: 162-163). The Mexicans were armed and revolted against
President Porfirio Diaz. Zapata was an advocator of land reform, a leader who
targeted social liberation, stood by the poor. Francisco Madero was declared as
the President by toppling down Diaz. While the armies of the main actors of the
Mexican Revolution (1910-1920)
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Emilliano Zapata were constituted from the peasants, in the post-revolution
period, the deep-rooted land reform and autonomy demands of the peasants were
evaluated only within the limits of capitalist relations of production. Land reform
promises were soon forgotten. Zapata, who used to be a hero, suddenly turned
into a bandit who had to be eliminated. Zapata then announced the Plan de Ayala
in November 1911. In this plan, it was stated that the most of Mexican villagers
did not have rights on the land where they lived and worked and it was
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demanded to take back the land which were expropriated or plundered (Galeano,
2006: 163). With the announcement of Plan de Ayala, so many villagers
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administration but also bring about the revolution in real. The war between these
two sides proceeded approximately for ten years. Meanwhile, the US executed
two landing operations and numerous bombardments, political conspiracies by
means of diplomatic agents, and assassinate Madero and vice president. So many
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However, in the south of Mexico, in the mountainous region people were trying
to strengthen themselves. In 1914, Zapata and Pancho Villa seized the power in
Mexico City, followed by land redistribution. Technical schools were founded,
factories which produced agricultural tools and agricultural bank were
established. Refineries and distilleries were expropriated and transformed into
public enterprises. The political, economic and social texture were tried to be
ede igned in line i h e le demand and igh (Galean , 2006:161-169).
In this respect, the 1917 Constitution, which came into force, included both
liberal elements and those that accepted the common property of the land. In this
context, with its revolution, the national bourgeoisie took over the state apparatus
and institutionalized stable change of political power, while keeping the
organized and agitated peasant and workers groups under control by making
hem inac i e. The e i ing
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newly established and were under the control of political power, and the workers'
movement and struggle were taken under the auspices of the state. Article 27 of
the Constitution of 1917 deals with the land reform that constitutes the main
demand of the peasants who actually provided the greatest support to the
revolution and accepted that all the land belonged to the people of Mexico.
Despite this, there was no extensive land reform after the revolution, and even
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though much land was taken into joint ownership with the ejidos that took
millions of hectares at different times, these distributions were generally cyclical
(Dell, 2012).
Throughout the 20th century, Mexico's border cities have become centers for the
US to provide products and services that they cannot legally obtain in their home
country. As a result of the prohibition of soft drink alcohol during the alcohol
prohibition period, illegal alcohol trade, drug trafficking was provided in the US
until 1933 through gangs directed by notorious characters such as Al Capone,
Bugs Moran and Lucky Luciano. As a result of the prohibition of alcohol in the
US, alcohol trafficking emerged as a business with high profit rate just like drug
traffic in cities close to the American border. Alcohol trafficking became
widespread and developed during this period in major border cities such as
Matamoros, Reynosa, Nuevo Laredo, Piedras Negras, Juarez and Tijuana. In
addition to the illegal transfer of alcohol, drugs, including cannabis and opium,
and the proliferation of prostitution and gambling have caused these cities to
bec me "la Z na R a",
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where brothels and bars were clustered. In this process, which started in the
1910s and continued until the 2000s, municipal, state and federal governments
cooperated with these criminal organizations in Mexico. The PRI government
kept all the stages of organized crime under control, and bribed politicians were
able to ensure the continuity of these crimes with their bribes. (Lauderdale, 2013:
189). There were families in every border city who managed organized crime. If
there were various conflicts between these families, state intervention came.
While organized crime, which was directed by the families, was necessarily
included some violence, this violence was never directed against the Americans
(gringos), who are considered as the most important customers. The most
important locations for conducting the affairs of organized crime organizations
(families / cartels) were the regions close to the gates of America's border with
Mexico. The Mexicans called these areas the "plaza", and if a criminal
organization could get government assurance, they could earn a lot of money.
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With the increase in the American population and welfare level over time, the
gain of organized crime organizations at the municipal level has also increased
and the ground has been prepared to move illicit trafficking out of the plazas,
across the border, to the US. In this smuggling business that crosses the US
border, contrary to the plaza business, the amount of products was much higher,
while it was necessary to deliver the products to the people who would sell to the
customers in the US.
3.5.3. Authoritarian Government and Corporatist Social Reconstruction
The crisis of global capitalism in 1929 gave a different direction to the
corporatist institutionalization of the Mexican revolution. With the global crisis
of capitalism,
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(1928-1932), the Mexican economy declined greatly in the export of agricultural
products to international markets and faced great difficulties in terms of foreign
trade balance. Under these st c
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distribution, nationalized Mexican oil and railways, expanded infrastructural
work and increased public spending. This statist approach in the economy not
only provided the support of workers and peasants to C dena , b

al

laid he

foundations of the import substitution form of capitalist accumulation in Mexico
(as seen in many other peripheral countries in the same period) (Knight, 1994).
The need for a new unification process arose due to the fragmentation of social
integrity during revolutionary processes, and this integrity was attempted to be
restructured in the form of a single party regime with an authoritarian state
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civilian and military politicians close to Calles, the National Revolutionary Party
(Partido Nacional Revolucionario - PNR) was established and the name was
changed in 1946 to Institutional Revolutionary Party (Partido Revolucionario
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Institucional - PRI) (Topal, 2010). As Topal (2010) states, although PRI, which
held power in the local elections until 1989, in the senate and representative
assembly elections until the 1990s and in the presidential elections until 2000,
did not attempt to prevent opposition parties at the local and national level, it
organized the elections to ensure the continuity of its own regime, did not change
the election results despite many claims by the opposition, and severely
restricted democratic rights and freedoms and demonstrated its authoritative
character.
Besides the authoritarian nature of PRI, the success of a corporatist social
construction, especially in the 40s and 50s, is also worth mentioning.
Corporatism is a social integration strategy in which the institutions providing
the organization of social interests and the representation of the society are also
used as the regulatory instrument of the state in the economic field (Topal,
2010). The development of all civil society institutions, such as trade unions
within the PRI and the state acting in accordance with the economic policies is
an indication that the corporatist structure serves capital in the labor-capital
conflict. In addition, after WWII, the relation between PRI and drug trafficking
organizations became stronger and closer. A kind of patron-client relation was
established between the government and drug trafficking organizations. This
relation covered the illegal activities and it controlled the level of violence and
also personnel from Mexican military and police force were involved in narcotrafficking activities thanks to corporatist arrangement between criminals and the
a e (O Neil, 2009).
It is stated that the Mexican economy grew by an average of 6.5 percent annually
from 1950 to 1981. The migration from rural to urban areas and the increase in
the ratio of the manufacturing sector to the gross national product are remarkable
developments in these years. Although the figures indicate a steady growth,
especially between 1950-1965, it cannot be said that positive developments were
experienced in terms of social justice. Monopolization in various production
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sectors and the domination of foreign companies forced the small producers,
peasants and workers to migrate and caused various tensions among the large
landowners and peasants (Topal, 2010).
The social opposition, which started with student movements in the late 1960s,
had the power to cover different social segments throughout the 1970s and led to
the crisis of the entire political system. Foreign debt, which has increased as a
result of financing and balance of payments deficits and aggravated by the
transformation in agricultural foreign trade relations caused a deep crisis on
August 1982. In order to overcome this hegemonic crisis, which emerged as a
result of the overlapping crisis of the political system and the economic crisis,
both the relationship established by the state with the social classes and the way
the Mexican economy joined international markets was radically restructured.
This crisis was a turning point for the neoliberal restructuring process for Mexico
(Topal, 2010).
3.5.4. The Effects of Neoliberalism on Mexico
It is possible to state that the neoliberal restructuring process of the economy
gained m men m d ing P e iden Mig el de la Mad id

e i d (1982-1988).

Throughout this sexenio, economic restructuring activities were carried out for
overcoming the 1982 debt crisis. In addition, with the aim of terminating
c
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Miguel de la Madrid was elected as the President of Mexico. Although he some
officials who were involved in corruption or/and fraud, it was not implemented
efficiently. Institutional corruption remained as same and drug trafficking played
a key role in entrenching PRI hegemony and provided easiness for the
implementation of neoliberal policies which started right after the debt crisis
(Watt and Zepeda, 2012:63). by not only international enterprisers and Mexican
businessmen but also corrupt officials and drug trafficking organizations
benefited from free market activities thanks to neoliberal policies (Watt and
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Zepeda, 2012:68). In the early 1980s, as a result of eradication operations, poppy
fields were divided into smaller scale fields and widely expanded, so it became
difficult to and eradicate them and accordingly drug trafficking organizations
were scattered on Mexican land (Watt and Zepeda, 20012:64).
Carlos Salinas de Gortari (1988-1994), successor of Miguel de la Madrid rapidly
privatized 800 state-owned enterprises. The role of the state in the economy and
public spending was significantly restricted, the "National Plan for Rural
Modernization" (Plan Nacional de Modernización del Campo) based on an
export-based economic organization oame to an end, barriers to the opening of
activities and land operation to investment of national and international capital
were removed (Peters, 1996).
It is possible to summarize the reforms that restructured the Mexican economy
from the import substitution model to the export-based industrialization model as
follows (Erol, 2016: 152):
the privatization of the public sector, including important natural
resources such as oil;
flexible labor market to improve export-based production;
changing the land ownership regime for export-based agriculture and
raw material production and opening it to foreign capital;
liberalization of financial markets by opening out to finance the
balance of payments.
With the priority of export-based production, both the assembly and nonassembly manufacturing sectors grew, and total exports increased by 13 percent
annually between 1989-1997. However, this situation did not solve the economic
crisis of Mexico but made it more chronic by deepening it. Imports of machinery
and intermediate goods, which increased due to increased exports, caused a
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significant deficit in the balance of foreign trade and payments, and rapidly
liberalizing financial markets made the financial markets unbalanced.
With the financing of the foreign trade deficit with short term debt of up to 68.5
billion dollars, in 1994, while opening the way to the peso crisis and devaluation,
the Mexican economy entered the cycle of growth-increasing the value of
national currency-increasing import-devaluation as one of the most open
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package of $50 billion dollars under the condition that promised the continuation
of neoliberal policies in complied with NAFTA. In line with these
circumstances, agriculture was adversely affected. The peasants did not have
power to share the pie with agribusiness which was supported by the US capital.
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These developments paved the way for the expansion of poppy production
instead of food products (Laurell, 2015:250-252). In addition to this, the share of
industrial investments in total foreign investments dropped rapidly, and these
investments shifted towards more profitable financial investments. Government
bonds in dollars called Tesobono can be shown as examples of these foreign
investments (Peters, 1996).
The Mexican economy, which has become more dependent on foreign capital
and more sensitive to international financial movements, has been integrated
with NAFTA and North American capital. NAFTA caused the assembly industry
called maquiladora, which is based on 'flexible and cheap workforce' rather than
R&D and technology-intensive industrial production, to expand and expand to
the southern provinces, where labor was much cheaper. The maquiladora model,
which was 75 percent of the total businesses owned by North American capital,
was concentrated in the production textile, electronic equipment, white goods
and automobile industry (Bair, 2002). Neoliberal restructuring, institutionalized
with NAFTA, expanded the labor-intensive production produced with flexible
workforce in the Mexican economy, while positioning it at the periphery of
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technology and capital-intensive North American industrial production. Thus,
while Mexico adopted export-based capitalist accumulation, it also adopted the
paradigm that the workforce should be as flexible as possible and kept cheaper,
and that natural and environmental standards that prevent the capital investments
should be reduced and included in production in the most effective way (Morton,
2000).
It can be said that, the state apparatus, the whole mechanism of the political
society formed by the institutionalization of the bourgeois hegemony with the
consent of civil society and consolidated with the Mexican revolution had its
first crisis in 1960s with the failure to reproduce consent. This crisis spread to
rural areas from 1970 onwards. Comparative advantage pressure, which is aimed
to increase or maintain the labor market even more flexibly by neoliberal
restructuring, intensified the contradictions on a rural scale by opening up land
and above-ground resources to the intervention of global capital, and
privatization of public services and investments are the elements that expand
these contradictions.
An illegal source of income with such a high profit rate in the Mexican economy
caused organized crime and the growth of cartels.
Organized crime activities, which started in the 1920s extended to the 2000s,
were carried out under the control of the PRI government with the participation
of local, state and federal government officials. However, with the increase in
drug consumption in the US in the late 1990s, production increased in Mexico,
and agricultural workers started to learn that they could earn much more (more
than their ten-year income) by completing only one single drug smuggling
process.
The amount of profit from drug trafficking is much higher than in all other lines
of trade both in Mexico and around the world. Therefore, one of the biggest
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problems of criminal organizations has been how to protect so much cash
without being sanctioned by the law. According to a story published in the New
York Times dated June 15, 2012 ,the value of one kilo of cocaine supplied by
Sinaloa Cartel from the mountainous regions of Colombia and Peru to
approximately $2.000 can reach up to $10,000 in Mexico, $30,000 after passing
the US borders, and $100,000 when sold in grams. The fortune of El Chapo
Guzman, leader of the Sinaloa Cartel, is estimated to reach billion dollars. The
amount of money earned in the drug trade is so great that the highest amount of
cash seized at a time was recorded as $206 million which was found in the home
of Zhenli Ye Gon, a Chinese Mexican businessman accused of providing raw
materials related to meth. The proceeds of the drug trade are used to pay
individuals, politicians and law officers in the drug network. For example, Noe
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successful in the fight against drugs, faced accusations that in 2008 he received a
monthly bribe of $450,000 from the cartels (Ellingwood, 2008).
Bribery, one of the most important trump cards of drug cartels, targets legal areas
such as the US Customs Agencies, Border Patrol Officers, elected prosecutors
and the judiciary in line with their own benefits. As a result of the abundance of
cash, which is one of the most important problems of drug cartels, they distribute
the bribes in cash.
3.5.5. Major Drug Trafficking Organizations in Mexico
The drug trafficking organizations that run drug trafficking in Mexico have
grown tremendously in the last decades and have turned the Mexican land into
battlefields of military forces and drug trafficking organizations. Although
Calde n,

h

a ed hi presidency in 2006, fought against cartels, it is

possible to mention that Mexico continues to have some major cartels that
benefit from a corruption problem that can reach even the highest authorities in
the law enforcement bureaucracy (Chalk, 2012: 5).
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There are some basic features that describe the cartel world mentioned above in
the development process. First, there is constant conflict, and alignments and
personalities are constantly changing. Secondly, as one of the most important
features of the cartel world, the profit rate is extremely high and, which allows
the use of a large amount of cash to bribe politicians, military personnel, police
force and law officers. The third is the high unemployment rate and poverty in
Mexico, which provides a wide manpower pool for the cartels (Lauderdale,
2013: 190).
In this subsection, brief background information on the main actors of the drug
trade in Mexico is provided. These cartels/DTOs are the Gulf Cartel, Los Zetas,
La Familia, he Sinal a Ca el, he Bel

n Le a O gani a i n, he Ca ill

Fuentes Syndicate (Juarez Cartel), and the Arellano Felix Organization (Tijuana
Cartel).
3.5.5.1. The Gulf Cartel
The Gulf Cartel was established in the Matamoros region of Tamaulipas State,
which borders Texas's Brownsville city. Although the group's history dates back
to the 1970s, its activities increased with the increase of cocaine traffic in the
1980s and 90s. For a long time, Gulf Cartel was recognized as the strongest gang
among drug trafficker groups in Mexico and increased its control power through
a notorious paramilitary arm called Los Zetas. However, in the period since
2007, the cartel has lost its strength and importance as a result of the elimination
f ca el

l ng-term leader Osiel Cardenas Guillen (imprisoned in U.S.) and his

brother Antonio Ezequiel Cardenas Guillen (died), and Los Zetas' independence
in 2009. The current leader of the cartel, Jorge Eduardo Costilla Sanchez, “El
Coss” tries to prevent Los Zetas from entering the Tamaulipas smuggling
corridor, which lies between Matamoros and Nuevo Laredo on the Texas border
(Grayson, 2017a). As a result of this desperate effort, Gulf Cartel has developed
"narco-tanks" to ensure their own safety on smuggling routes. Four of these
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trucks, equipped with air conditioning and steel plates, were seized by security
forces in a garage in Camargo in June 2011 (Bunker and Ramirez, 2013).
3.5.5.2. Los Zetas
Los Zetas was founded between 1996 and 2000 by ex-members of Gruper
Aeromoviles de Fuerzas Especiales (GAFE), an elite special-forces unit of the
Mexican army. This gang, which served as the paramilitary arm of Gulf Cartel
for a while, started to act independently in 2009 and became a more important
DTO. Today, it is in conflict with Gulf Cartel on human trafficking routes in
Tamaulipas State. In addition to these conflicts, Cartel was able to expand its
power to Zacatetcas, Veracruz, Tabasco, Campache, the capital region, Quintana
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improve its influence in the Culidad Juarez region, one of the main human
trafficking routes to the US. Although known as one of Mexico's most violent
DTOs, Los Zetas has lost its former strength in the northern border states of
Mexico as a result of the arrest of several top leaders since 2008. Prominent in
hi ega d a e Ma e L e ( C mandan e Ma e ), Ef ain Te d
14 ), Daniel Pe e ( El Cache e ), Man el Pe e I
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Ma c Ga a de Le n Q i ga ( El Chabel ) and Jaime G n ale D an ( El
H mme ). While the first five of these names were known as top members in
the general leadership hierarchy of the cartel, the sixth was responsible for the
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one of the founding members and still leader of the cartel, and Trevino Morales
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violence (Correa-Gabrera, 2017).
3.5.5.3. La Familia
The Gulf Cartel was established in the Matamoros region of Tamaulipas State,
which borders Texas's Brownsville city. Although the group's history dates back
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to the 1970s, its activities increased with the increase of cocaine traffic in the
1980s and 90s. For a long time, Gulf Cartel was recognized as the strongest gang
among drug trafficker groups in Mexico and increased its control power through
a notorious paramilitary arm called Los Zetas. However, in the period since
2007, the cartel has lost its strength and importance as a result of the elimination
f ca el

l ng-term leader Osiel Cardenas Guillen (imprisoned in U.S.) and his

brother Antonio Ezequiel Cardenas Guillen (died), and Los Zetas' independence
in 2009. The current leader of the cartel, Jorge Eduardo Costilla Sanchez, “El
Coss” tries to prevent Los Zetas from entering the Tamaulipas smuggling
corridor, which lies between Matamoros and Nuevo Laredo on the Texas border
(Grayson, 2017a). As a result of this desperate effort, Gulf Cartel has developed
"narco-tanks" to ensure their own safety on smuggling routes. Four of these
trucks, equipped with air conditioning and steel plates, were seized by security
forces in a garage in Camargo in June 2011 (Bunker and Ramirez, 2013).
3.5.5.4. The Sinaloa Cartel
Sinaloa Cartel was founded in the mid-1990s under the name of La Alizana de
Sangre. After founder Hector Luis Palmar Salazar ("El Guero") went to jail in
1995, Juaqin Guzman ("El Chapo" or "Shorty") took the lead and still continues.
It is known that El Chapo, the most wanted drug lord in Mexico before his
capture, once exceeded several billion dollars in personal wealth (Flores and
Flores, 2017). The Sinaloa Cartel keeps most of the state of the same name under
control and holds important bases in Baja California, Durango, Sonora, Jalisco
and Chihuahua. The cartel is known to transfer cocaine using tunnels dug below
the U.S. border and establish distribution cells across the U.S. In addition, it is
thought to have installed additional Andean hubs to facilitate the transfer of
cocaine from Peru and Colombia to Europe via West Africa (Hull, 2018).
Sinaloa Cartel can be described as the strongest and most effective DTO in
Mexico despite the fact that many high ranking members including leader El
Cha , Te d
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currently struggling to control two major trafficking routes to New Mexico and
California. For one of these routes, the cartel clashes with Carilla Fuentes
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other route is Tijuana, where it is in conflict with Arellano Felix Organization
(Grayson, 2017b).
3.5.5.5. Carrillo Fuentes Syndicate (Juarez Cartel)
Carillo Fuentes Syndicate, also known as the Juarez Cartel, was established in
the city of Cuidad Juares in the province of Chihuahua. The cartel is now under
the direction of Vincente Carillo Fuentes (El Viceroy). This crime organization,
hich ha a
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fights Sinaloa Cartel to take control of the city of Juarez. It is known that the
organization used a group that was recruited among corrupt police officers as
law enforcement, called La Linea. Jose Antonio Acosta Hernandez ("El Diego"),
who has been a long-time leader of the Cartel, was caught by security forces in
August 2011 (Smith and Williams, 2015). He admitted that he gave about 1500
murder orders. It is known that the Juarez Cartel used Barrio Azteca, a street
gang, to execute sales, distribution and murder orders when they deem
necessary, and controls almost half of the drugs that travel from Mexico to the
US (especially towards the cities of Austin, Dallas and El Paso). It is stated that
the weekly earnings of the cartel are around 200 million dollars. Although it
faced obstacles in the control of human trafficking routes in the city of
Chihuahua as a result of its struggle with Sinaloa Cartel, the cartel remains an
important organization among DTOs in Mexico. It is reported that Juarez Cartel,
who does not lag behind other crime organizations about violence, has roles in
the Cuidad-Juarez serial murder site, which is known as the "house of death" and
reported for the first time in 2004 (Beittel, 2015).
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3.5.5.6. Arellano Felix Organization (Tijuana Cartel)
Having a significant influence on Zacatecas and Sinaloa, with its headquarters in
the state of Baja California, the Tijuana Cartel was one of the largest DTOs in
Mexico in the past. Inherited the management of the organization in 1989, it was
organized by five brothers and four sisters who took over from the Angel Angel
Felix Gallardo, who was arrested after the murder of a US DEA (Drug
Enforcement Administration) official. The cartel, which experienced great losses
as a result of the arrest or killing of four of the founding brothers and some of the
senior executives over time, lost its control and access area by losing its control
and some of the smuggling routes. However, it continues to operate in the state
of Baja California as a criminal organization that still has significant power. In
addition, it continues to exist in 15 states, albeit at a reduced level, and is said to
have control over street-level gangs and cells across the border (in the U.S.)
(Beittel, 2019).
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Zetas on making profit on drug trafficking and other products started in 2004 and
this conflict caused severe problems in Guerrero. As it has been mentioned in
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especially for illegal logging was also the one of the main reasons of the conflict
between in these two drug trafficking organizations (International Crisis Group,
2020:7). Particularly, Acapulco which is famous tourism destination turned into
a battlefield. Residents of the city often faced firearm attacks in the streets,
kidnappings, extortion, etc.
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Although these four brothers were initially close allies of the Sinaloa Cartel, the
cooperation of the two cartels ended after Alfredo was arrested in 2008 result of
a betrayal. Following this event, the organization proved to have the power to
compete with Sinaloa, sneak into narcotic troops, and assassinate some highranking officers. But the power of Cartel began to diminish after losing some of
the most important members. The first major loss was the death of leader Arturo
in the conflict in December 2009. This was regarded as victory of President
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Vasquez ("El Indio") in April, Edgar Valdez Villareal ("La Barbie") in August
and Sergio Villareal Barragan ("El Grande") in September were the names that
the organization lost. Another senior member, Oscar Osvaldo Garcia Montoya
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exaggerated claim, proved by the group's continuing activities. As a matter of
fact, Cartel formed various alliances with Carillo Fuentes Syndicate and Los
Zetas and entered a competition over the control of the Sinaloa Cartel in Cuidad
Juarez. In addition, a residual leadership structure around Hector, one of the four
founding brothers, can still be observed (Beittel, 2019).
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organizations of Los Ardillos and Guerreros Unidos have been among the main
drug trafficking organizations in Guerrero.
3.6. Socio-Ec
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One can argue that Mexico's indigenous people are in a cultural war with
American-based elites today, just as they fought with European colonists in the
colonial period. This can be explained by the significant influence of the foreign
capital on the institutions and enterprises in Mexico. It is possible to observe that
the cartels create such an intense environment of violence, the institutions of the
state are inadequate in the face of this violence, and all these negative factors
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push Mexico into the middle of a failed state debate. But how accurate is it to
adhere to a failed state label only in the context of today's conditions without
considering the history, sociology and geography of the country?
As it has been mentioned earlier in this thesis, it will be possible to argue that
one of the most important reasons for Mexico to reach its current state is a chain
of links, expressed as path dependence, which can be explained by the historical
institutionalist approach. As a matter of fact, considering this approach, the
economic and institutional differences between toda

N

h and S

h

America confirm the phenomenon of path dependence. In the past, colonists
were able to establish the exclusionary institutions they had planned in the south
and maximized exploitation. However, since the colonists in the north brought
their own class of workers from their own countries (a kind of working-class
importation), they were not able to implement fully the exclusionary and
persecution-oriented policies they did to the indigenous people. Therefore, in the
North, despite ups and downs and setbacks, the institutional structuring process
has been realized in a more democratic and inclusive ways. However, in the
south, the authority gap that emerged after the colonial withdrawal was filled by
the indigenous elites, who were also under the control of the colonists. At this
point, it is possible to state that the destructive effects of the persistence of the
colonial institutional system constitute the basis of various problems that exist in
Mexico and in most of the Latin American countries.
Although Mexico, where the devastating traces of the past had a significant
impact on the institutional level, has such a great potential (both in terms of
population with 115 million people and resources like crude oil) today, one of
the reasons that it became a subject of failed state debates is the problems with
the constitution of the middle class. As a result of the path dependence,
educational institutions as well as other institutions were affected, and the
educational system has remained well below world standards. The average
education level is less than 12 years in Mexico today (World Bank, 2020).
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This deficiency of the middle class and the low level of education of the young
population has led to young people struggling with economic problems, who
have begun to fall into the trap of cartels in search of future prospects. One of the
reasons why cartels are so strong today is that they can recruit staff from the
young population continuously.
The current situation in the country, of course, affects the people negatively.
Intensive violence among other factors forces people to leave their lands and live
as refugees or immigrants in the US. The colonialists of the past and the elite of
today (one of the biggest partners of these are the US), which is the driving force
behind the inability of Mexico to form a middle class, tries to treat Mexico as a
failed state and does not take responsibility for its own crime, so to speak Similar
to the practices of colonialists in the past, the US has established a hegemony
over Mexico and directed state policies in line with its own interests, and
benefited from both human resources (as cheap labor) and other natural
resources of the country in order to favor its own bourgeoisie.
The US, which develops a new security discourse every period, has tried to
justify its interventionist approach by putting forward the concept of failed state
in the direction of its own interests after Cold-War. This situation, unfortunately,
has been accepted by some sections of the academic community, and various
failed states have been defined and categorized.
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consider Mexico in a historical institutionalist context, rather than labeling it as
failed. For this reason, in this thesis, Mexico has been examined in a historical
perspective and cartels, which constitute the main source of violence, have been
discussed in rather detail. In the next part of the thesis, the state of Guerrero, one
of the most violent states in Mexico, will be discussed in historical, sociological
and geographical terms. The thesis will criticize the concept of failed state and
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try to show that calling Mexico a failed state to will not provide any valuable
basis for fruitful discussions.
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CHAPTER 4

4. GUERRERO: A LOCAL STATE IN ENDURING VIOLENCE

The war on drugs have resulted in different outcomes in different Mexican states.
None was the same as Guerrero, which is a hot spot for violence due to
discontent dating back to the early times to drug trafficking activities in our age.
This thesis has focused on Guerrero as the case to study since this state has been
constantly in struggle with violence more than the other states as a result of
militarization and criminalization since counter-insurgent movement started in
the late 1960s. Therefore, Guerrero will be analyzed in order to comprehend how
an unfavorable institutional development took place and how this historical
process brought about continuous violence.
Violence, crime, unrest, drug cartels, homicide, tortured dead bodies,
kidnappings, disappearances and lingering fea
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to define Guerrero. A southwestern state of Mexico, Guerrero territory is divided
into areas controlled by the drug trafficking organizations along the Pacific
Ocean. Although it is also famous for its attractive tourism destinations such as
Acapulco, Taxco and Ixtapa which are known as the Triángulo del Sol (Sun
Triangle), Guerrero has been associated with violence and crime for a very long
ime. I i al

laced in he U.S.
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affecting in every sphere of life, Guerrero has also been home to guerrilla
movements from 1960s and activities of security organizations which have been
managed by local people to provide their own security in some areas against the
cartels.
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incident, which occurred on September 26, 2014; this could be regarded as the
tipping point in th history of violence in

In the municipality of Iguala in

Guerrero protester student teachers (normalistas) from Ayotzinapa4 Raul Isidro
B g

Teache

C llege

e e intercepted and attacked by police while they

were going to Mexico City to attend to a demonstration held to commemorate
the students killed during the protests in 1968 43 normalistas were taken custody
and they disappeared. Following the investigation of forensic teams, it was found
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students remained on the top of the news. Numerous mass protests for 43
missing students were organized across the country and also around the world
(Boullosa and Wallace, 2015). There is not a consensus on whether the police or
the members f d g
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guilty of kidnapping or/and killing them. The case could not be closed judicially
because there have still been problems on locating the missing students or their
dead bodies.
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considered as a most notorious crime and this impunity was often protested.
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role in this violence/ war on drugs more. The voices of masses have been raised
to protest the impunity and accelerating violence which touch the
normalistas/civilians who were neither guerillas nor drug traffickers. The
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(Argen, 2018). Recently, a presidential commission was established by Obrador

4

This is a small village which has a teacher training school dates back to 1926 and it was
established in order to educate and engrain social justice and values of the revolution in rural
people aftermath of the Mexican Revolution. Not only literacy and education, but also politics
has been included in the curriculum of the college. Therefore, student teachers in this college
have always been interested in politics (Boullosa and Wallace, 2015, x).
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in order to coordinate works on this case which could not be resolved since 2014
(CRS Report, 2019).
Guerrero has faced violence and instability for a long period of time due to the
marginalization of rural, poor, and indigenous people; production and trafficking
of narcotics and this has led to a situation where narcotic networks and
indigenous self-defense organizations filled the vacuum left by the state
institutions especially in the economy and security spheres.
Before delving into the violence in Guerrero, it should be better to look at
Guerrero in terms of its geography, demography, societal structure and its history
in order to be familiar with this region in Latin America to comprehend the
dynamics of state and society on this land.
4.1. An Overview of Guerrero
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2014, the State of Guerrero (territorial surface: 64,586 km2) is located along the
Pacific Ocean n he

h; and b de ed n he n

h b Mich ac n, M ic

City, and Morelos; on the east by Puebla and Oaxaca. Guerrero is a mountainous
state whose mountainous area starts from the Sierra Madre del Sur to the Sierras
del Norte (the National Institute of Statistics and Geography (Instituto Nacional
de E ad i ca

Ge g afi a-INEGI, 2020). Through the south-north line, it has a

narrow coast and mountainous land spread on a large area as a single ridge called as Balsas Depression- from east to west. Due to large mountainous terrain,
transportation infrastructure has not been well-developed (Kyle, 2015).
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Figure 2 Map of Guerrero (INEGI,2020)
It has seven administrative regions- Acapulco, Tierra Caliente, Costa Grande,
Costa Chica, el Centro (Central Zone- the capital of the state is Chilpancingo
(Chilpancingo de los Bravo) located in this region), el Norte and la Montana; and
81 municipalities.
Guerrero has an indigenously diverse society. 3,542,204 people live in Guerrero
(INEGI, 2015) and there are 7.452 indigenous communities and 481.098 people
(the total population of which approximately 16 per cent) speak indigenous
languages (Topal, 2012). Among this population, according to the results of
2010 survey of INEGI, 170.672 people speak Nahuatl language, 139.387 people
speak Mixteco language, 119.291 people speak Tlapaneco language, 45.799
people speak Amuzgo de Guerrero language (INEGI, 2010). It has been known
that there are 52 indigenous languages spoken by the people of Guerrero.
However, only four of them are more common than the others among the people
of Guerrero.
From these indigenous groups, the Nahuas live in 22 municipalities in La
M n a a, N

e and el Centro and some members of groups are seen in Costa

Chica, Costa Grande, and Tierra Caliente. The population of Nahuas have been
scattered in several regions in Guerrero. Therefore, it is difficult to say that they
have very common characteristics as an indigenous group. Except the isolated
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areas, they do not speak their own language. Their main economic activities are
artisan work production and agriculture. Due to low productivity and high
demographic growth, many Nahuas migrate to the cities to work or to sell artisan
work and they settle where they migrated. As the majority indigenous group, the
Nahuas are active in politics since they live in the central cities and have
connections in the government.
The second group, Mixctecos mainly live in Alcozauca, Me la n c, a
Tla a, Xal a l h ac and C

ana
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production -even for self-consumption- and deteriorated ecology of their region,
Mixtecos have chosen to migrate to the other states or abroad. There have been
social and political discontent where Mixteco population live. Therefore, there
are more than 40 cases of socially divided communities. Each community has
their own authorities, school, music band, teachers, and sports facilities. In
Mixteco region, in order to protect indigenous rights, political organizations have
been e abli hed and a g e illa g
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Revolucionario del Pueblo Insurgente/ Insurgent People's Revolutionary Army
(EPRI) was founded by some members of EPR (Paulson, 2007).
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few have literacy in their own language. Approximately 31 percent of the
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environmental deterioration. As in the Mixteco region, agricultural production is
very low and migration rate i high. The M
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cities such as Acapulco, Chilpancingo etc. where the economic activities are
intense and diversified or Mexico City and to other states mostly as agricultural
workers in Morelos, Sinaloa, and Yayarit and they have not preferred to migrate
abroad. In their region, basic public services cannot be provided properly and
mortality and illiteracy rates of this group are higher than the rest of the state.
Another group, the Amuzgos are densely located in the municipalities of
Xochistlahuaca, Tlacoachistlahuaca, and Ometepec. The Amuzgo population is
also seen in Oaxaca. The population of Amuzgos had decreased due to the
epidemics during the Spaniard colonization, falling from an estimated 59,615 in
1520 to 1,100 in 1582. Over the centuries, the Amuzgos lost vast majority of
their land and pressured authorities for restitution, which was finally granted in
the 1930s. Since this group has not been studied extensively, their language is
not known very well. The main social conflicts in this area stem from conflicts
over land, local politics, and rivalry among individuals. Violence, particularly
vengeance killing has been widespread. The young population of the Amuzgos
migrate, due to lack of land, employment, economic resources. They particularly
work in construction, cleaning services, domestic help or work as gardeners,
lab e , e ice ind

em l ee in Aca lc , Ome e ec, L a

C dena ,

Mich ac n, and Me ic Ci .5
As it can be inferred from this brief information about the indigenous people of
Guerrero that poverty, marginalization, migration and illiteracy can be

5

Information about these indigenous groups have been cited from the web site of Partido
Comunista de Madrid. See:
http://www.profesionalespcm.org/_php/MuestraArticulo2.php?id=3531.
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considered as the main problems commonly faced by these groups. After this
general picture of the society, the history of the state Guerrero will be discussed
in order to provide a background to the current degree of violence and instability.
4.2. Early Times of Guerrero
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presence dates back to 22,000 years ago in Guerrero and in 7000-5000 BC the
first villages were founded near the rivers and lakes and early settlements were
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Mayas and Zapotecs came later to Guerrero which led to cultural exchange and
the Toltecs were included in this mixture in the 8th century. Following the
Toltecs decline in this region, the Chichimes became the part of Aztec Empire.
In the 14th century, different groups occupied the lands of Guerrero: The
P

echa , he C i la eca , he Oc i eca and he Ma la inca in he h

a ea ;

the Chontales, Mazatlecos and Tlahuicas in the northern part; the Coixcas and
the Tepoztecos in the valleys; the Tlapanecos and Mixtecs in the mountainous
area; and the Yopis, Mixtecs, Amuzgos, Tolimecas, Chubias, Pantecas, and
Cuitlecas along the coastal region and during the 15th century the Mexicas
(Aztecs) started to take control of the region before the Spaniard occupation.
During the occupation, Southern part of Mexico was an attraction point for
Spaniards in search of new lands and gold. According to Standish, they did not
face strong resistance in the southern part of Mexico, since the indigenous
groups were not able establish a unified force to resist the Spaniards due to the
scattered structure of these groups. The conquistadors explored the region from
the coast to the mountainous area (Standish, 2009). Afterwards, encomienda
em hich

ide he C

n g an

conquistador, members of army, and

officials land where indigenous people lived was established. The encomendero
who received the grant got to opportunity to exact tribute from the indigenous
people for their security in the name of Christianity (Meade, 2010:73-74).
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During the 16th century, a decrease in the population of indigenous people was
seen due to the diseases and inappropriate and inefficient treatments. Therefore,
African slaves were brought to the region to support the workforce in
encomiendas (Standish, 2009). Thus, Afro mestizo6 (Afro Mexican) identity has
existed in the region since the 16th century. Since they were exposed to racist
abuse toa great extent, the Afro-mestizos had a leading role in resistance against
the colonists and indigenous groups later joined this resistance. Due to the
c cial
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been used while referring to the resistance movements in the region (Topal,
2012). By the early 19th century, due to the economic reasons, unrest among the
Afro mestizos and indigenous people with the claim to the right to land. For the
independence, at first, Jose Maria Izazaga started the movement in Valladolid
and then on September 16, 1810, Roman Catholic priest Miguel Hidalgo
ann

nced he e l i n again

S ain a D l e , in G anaj a . Hidalg

announcement took effect in Guerrero immediately. In southern Mexico, Jose
Maria Morelos commanded the movement. After his death, the eponym of
Guerrero, Vicente Guerrero as a commander in chief proceeded on the way of
independence. Agustin de Iturbide was announced as emperor in 1822 and
Vicente Guerrero was assigned to one of the five military regions of Mexico
which was established in Tixtla where the borders of Guerrero shaped (Standish,
2009). However, the borders of the states remained controversial for a while.
After the fall of Iturbide, Vicente Guerrero was elected as the first black Indian
president of Mexico in 1829, abolished the slavery and supported the autonomy
f illage c ncil , decla ing ha he in e e
cl e

li ical b d

f e le e e be

e ed b

he

ha e e en ed hem (Vincen , 2001). A he ame ea
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The 2015 population survey marked the first time since the 19th century that the Mexican
government included a distinct category for people of Afro-Mexican descent. As of 2015, the
INEGI found that 1,973,555 persons or 1.7% of the population self-identified as Afro-Mexican or
partially Afro-Mexican (1.2% of the population excluding people who self-identified as only
partially Afro-Mexican).
See: https://blog.diegovalle.net/2016/01/afro-mexicans.html.
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replaced him in the presidency with Anastasio Bustamante; Vicente Guerrero
was captured and executed. Southern Mexico became the theatre of internal
conflict between liberals and conservatives and protests were seen in the
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Joaquin de Herrera announced the state of Guerrero by a decree in 1849
(Standish, 2009).
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period-1876-1911),

Guerrero had nine governors who were loyal to the authoritarian regime. During
this period, land was sold, foreign mining and textile concerns arrived in the
state, first banks were set up, railroad reached Guerrero and peasants worked as
hired workers on their land. A small group of landowners and businessmen
enjoyed all the advantages of industrialization and improvement of technology
(Standish, 2009). Moreover, the economic program of Porfiriato has turned the
rancher families into the ne

illage eli e called a caciques, as Jacobs refers,

a new rural middle started to exist in Guerrero (Jacobs, 2014). At this point, it
should be better to briefly explain caciquismo system which has had a
historically crucial role in societal, economic and political structure of Guerrero.
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political and coercive power to dominate patronage linkages and administrative
relations in local sphere, they also could easily be active in local politics in
formal extent, even in some cases they could be influential at national level in
politics and caciquismo refers to the system which was shaped around these
people (Middlebrook, 2009). This system was rooted in Spaniard occupation
period when the colonial power needed to provide control of indigenous people
by establishing relation with their leaders. Throughout the 20th century,
caciquismo played a vital role to entrench the dominance of PRI in rural sphere
by utilizing patronage resources and coercive power, even applying violence
against the rural movements, any opposition group, and this dominance persisted
till the 2000s. Yet the influence of caciquismo has not faded away easily in each
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region such as Guerrero. The networks of these families and their relations with
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Guerrero (Topal 2012:93). Yet, rapidly developing caciques in the North were at
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caciques of the South- particularly Guerrero where the resistance against
centered.
The Mexican Revolution (1910) could not bring about change in caciquismo
system of Guerrero. The revolutionary groups aimed at abolishing caciquismo,
but the caciques in Guerrero were already ready for the new system and found
their place in it. For instance, the Figueroa family enhanced its position in the
administration of the state. As a result, Francisco Figueroa became the governor
of Guerrero. After the Revolution, during the 1920s and the 1930s, conflictual
issues such as land distribution, social and economic inequalities, land
distribution and ethnic discrimination became prominent. Under these
circumstances, especially teachers and peasant groups were positioned in the
i i n.
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founded in 1919 and gained support in elections in the 1920s. According to this
political party, Guerrero was living in bourgeois revolution conditions and time
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(Partido Comunista Mexicana- PCM), in which they formed a significant bloc
between 1936 and 1939. Afterwards, the Socialist Party of Guerrero (Partido
Socialista de Guerrero

PSG) was established and teachers and peasant

movement joined the party (Topal 2012:93).
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4.3. Peasant Movements and Political Violence: Dirty War (Guerra Sucia)
in Guerrero
Throughout the 1940s, the political authoritarianism of the PRI became more
visible and the economic projects of the Party which focused on rapid
industrialization and urbanization accelerated, development policies started to be
followed and import substitution became the main orientation of the Mexican
economy. This allowed the empowerment of the cacique families in the political
sphere while ruling out the rural parts of the state and their people who became
the poor masses. Especially, import substitution caused a significant decline in
the economic and social production systems, resulting a high degree of
marginality and poverty among the indigenous communities. Therefore, the vast
majority of the indigenous people- who were mostly illiterate and lived in the
conditions of social and economic hardship such as Amuzgos Mixtecos, Nahuas
- were compelled to migrate to the northern agroindustry plantations to work and
maintain their lives or one member of a family had to migrate seasonally or
permanently to earn income for the family. Another option to earn livelihood
was cultivating poppies which had comparative advantage over growing other
agricultural products. It was learned from Sinaloans by the 1970s and became a
significant part of economy in rural Guerrero especially in the mountainous
region where the climate is appropriate to cultivate poppy and produce poppy
gum.
Eventually, the political and social exclusion of the countryside from the center
resulted in the protests of the masses. In the 1950s and 1960s the protests against
inequalities, poverty and political dominance of caciques and landowners
continued. Discontent in Guerrero prominently expanded and two armed
movements were organized by two school teachers: one under the leadership of
Gena
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part of rural movements. Frequent and intense violent attacks caused the struggle
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experience, massacre of rural people in Atoyac de Alvarez on May 1967 by the
state police caused him to commence the armed movement (Calde n and
Cedillo, 2012). Against these movements and many others, the PRI employed
two tactics: massacre of protestors in public spaces and the selective
a a ina i n f di iden m

emen leade

ch a L ci Caba a . A A i a

indicates, state violence against resistance and reform avoidance in social,
political and economic sphere stimulated radicalization in the form of guerilla
a fa e (A i a, 2017). G

e nmen

aganda f

hiding he e ence and

objective of guerrilla movement emphasized that these were directly associated
with drug trafficking and criminal activities and this also affected the public
opinion about the resistance movements (Watt and Zepeda, 2012:39). In 1971, a
mass movement started in Guerrero and the government tried to quell it by army
battalions and 10.000 police with air support. The operation for suppressing the
movement mostly focused on some 32 communities in the Sierra de Atoyac
where approximately 650 people disappeared in the hands of the military and
L ci

Caba a

as killed at the end of 1974. Following his death, the

government intended to justify the military operations in Guerrero by a report of
he Sec e a a de la Defen a Naci nal (SEDENA
Defence) claiming ha Caba a
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happened during the operations were not recorded in official documents or in
media. The goal of central government was to show the illegitimacy of guerrilla
movements by stressing criminality, drug trafficking on all occasions, although it
was known that Guerrero was in trouble with poverty and political crisis or/and
political exclusion rather than with drugs. In parallel, by referring to Operation
CONDOR, a high anking fede al

lice agen

a emen c ld be ega ded a

a confirmation of the fact that the role of Guerrero in drug production was not
maj : We e eall a acking he

field in Oa aca, G e e

states; and when we finish wiping hem
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1980:349). So, Guerrero was regarded as a source of insurgency and instability
due to the existence of the peasant movements. Again, statements mentioned in
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To put it bluntly, the official discourse on dissidents highlighting the relations
between guerrillas and drug traffickers was very influential to disqualify the
political opposition in the 1960s and 1970s; these were the times when the fear
of Communism was spread out all over the world (Watt and Zepeda, 2012:40).
Although Guerrero had small scale opium and marijuana production, this was
enough to form a target to the PRI during the 1960s. Moreover, suppression of
peasant movements with violence in Guerrero, as Watt indicates, caused
militarization of the region which led to the cooperation between the officers and
drug traffickers who could not continue to run their business without close ties
with the military (Watt and Zepeda, 2012:54). It may be concluded that drug
eradication activities of the military could not achieve to terminate the
production,
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insurgency and counter narcotics practices in order to hinder the peasant

7

C i ical iangle efe
G lden T iangle" which includes the three states of Sinaloa, Durango
and Chihuahua where the rate of marijuana and opium production has always been high.
8

According to a report published by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (2015),
he he bicide gl h a e and he in ec icide mala hi n and dia inon were classified as probably
ca cin genic h man .
(See: https://www.iarc.fr/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/MonographVolume112-1.pdf )
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movements in armed form or/and their participation in narco economy by using
f ce a macab e le el (A i a, 2016:144).
Operations for counter- insurgency in Guerrero succeeded to an extent in
suppressing the armed opposition but did not dissolve the political and social
discontent and (Hamnett, 1999:276). Against these protests and unified
communities; soldiers, police and gangs of landowners violently attacked
G e e

ma ginali ed g

- and these attacks were made under the title of

Dirty War (Guerra Sucia) while all these actions have still been remained with
impunity. The central government actively supported, relied on and closely
monitored the local policy makers in Guerrero to ensure the suppression of the
resistance movements, which would have otherwise spread out to the
neighboring states. State repression was chosen as the strategy of the caciques
f
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little or no political representation by what they saw as corrupt and inept
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rule in Guerrero created a centrifugal f ce ma ginali ing di iden

;
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(T

al,

2012: 94-95). Until the 1980s, social relations of Guerrero were shaped by this
bottom-up control of caciquismo. Approximately for 40 years, Figueroa family
was very influential on political, economic and social life in the state. Close ties
of cacique families like Figueroa family with authorities of the local state
enabled a mechanism to determine who will be in municipal administration and
city councils. Furthermore, this power provided advantages in the economic
sphere. Like informal agricultural bankers, such families held the monopoly in
fertilizer market of agriculture sector, and this ensured capital accumulation
which transformed the smallholder cacique families of the 1920s into agro96

industry bourgeoisie of Guerrero in the 1940s. These families even had armed
private security staff called white guards (guardia blanca) who were utilized as
apparatuses to use the threat of or actual violence during the social and political
tensions and throughout the 1970s. The name Figueroa thus came to be
intimately linked with the state of Guerrero as well as the authoritarianism and
violence that ruled over the state. As it has been mentioned above, thanks to their
relations with central government and power in politics and economy, embedded
agro- industry bourgeoisie in local state brought about the weakness of local
state. Therefore, the leaders and the institutions of the local state who were
adhered to the agro- industry bourgeoisie of Guerrero became corrupt and
coercive, leading to the acceleration of inequality, political exclusion and
violence (Topal, 2012:95-96). Although some opposition leaders continued to
struggle within electoral politics outside the PRI, a result of the persistent
forceful action that the local polic make
m

emen ha e l

c nfidence in he
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hi

reason, the repeated PRI victories between the 1940s and 1990s should be read
as the exclusion of the opposition by marginalizing dissidents from the decisionmaking.
In sum, since the early times of the local state of Guerrero, instability dominated
every sphere of life in an endless circulation; historian Armando Bartra sums the
history of Guerrero with this phrase: "bites its own tail" which is called as
Ouroboros (Paulson, 2007). The violence in Guerrero has continued under the
name of counterinsurgency in parallel with combating drug trafficking. By the
1980s this had become more brutal and led to the emergence of alternative
organizations for providing security and income in Guerrero where the local state
could not provide security for its citizens, include indigenous groups in local
politics and avoid economic disparities in rural areas. At this point, it is
significant to note that apart from the role of state, caciquismo was determinant
in shaping the political, social and economic spheres. Corruption, coercion and
exclusion of indigenous in local politics and economy became the inevitable
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fea

e a l cal a e le el

hich ha ed

da

G e e . In addi i n, he fear

of communism due to the guerrilla movements started in Guerrero paved the way
for the deployment of military troops which would be permanently deployed.
4.4. The Outcome of Neoliberalism in Guerrero: Drug Related Violence
At the beginning of the 1980s, the demands of peasants were not met by the
government due to the economic conditions and policies of the era. As a result of
the neoliberal shift in economic policies, state subsidies were pulled out from
rural regions. However, decentralization policies that started with President de la
Madrid followed by the governor of Guerrero, Cervantes Delgado (1981-87)
facilitated political participation in local state. He even included people from the
opposition who have leftist backgrounds and were significant participants of
student movements in 1968 as senior advisors in his team. In the context of
decentralization process, revising 50 articles of the Constitution of Guerrero,
some amendments were made in Law of Citizen Participation and Development
Planning C mmi ee f G e e

(C mi

de Planeaci n a a el De a

ll del

Estadao de Guerrero- COPLADEG). Besides, the Socio-Economic Plan of the
State of Guerrero (Plan de Desarrollo Socioeconomica del Estado Guerrero)
which was mostly called as Plan Guerrero was launched by Delgado. The main
aim was to provide development in several fields such as education, public
health, infrastructure, construction and industry. On the other hand, this program
also implicitly targeted the dominance of the caciquismo. For instance, for this
purpose, Municipal Strengthening (Fortalecimiento Municipal) was commenced.
The program was designed to diminish the effects of caciques at municipal
administration level by giving right to self-manage economic resources and to
make resolution for the conflicts that occurred in their municipality.For the
efficient implementation of this plan, the state government initiated negotiations
for development agreements in order to discuss the development projects with
the state government. In addition to this, an audit system was designed for
avoiding corruption and fraud at the municipal level. Thanks to this control
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mechanisms, corruptions were revealed and became visible by publishing them
on newspapers which caused protest against local authorities. Another action was
about the credit mechanisms. Since the caciques were the only group who had
power to provide credit to the peasants and enable them to reach the world
market, creating a new credit system was another aim of the Plan Guerrero.
Credit on Your Word (Credito a la Palabra) program was initiated to protect
small producers with cheap credit from the Union of Ejidos and provide network
for selling their products to the world market. Furthermore, the government by
enacting a new law obliged the abolition of the armed guards (guardia blanca) of
the caciques for the sake of public security (Topal, 2012:100-102). In sum, it can
be concluded that both decentralization and efforts of the governor Delgado
target to restrict caciquismo and the peasant movements which dated back to the
1960s were influential in the inclusion of peasants to a certain extent to the
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n ea an

neck

could not be cut as easily as planned with implementation of such policies and
projects in terms of decentralization.
On the other hand, in the late 1980s, tourism substantially increased its share as a
ignifican
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f l cal ec n m . Af e ma h f Delgad

e m, he g e n
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Francisco Ruiz Massieu was in office between 1987-1993. In Ruiz Massieu
period, instead of supporting agriculture, development projects focused on urban
areas- especially in touristic regions like Acapulco, Ixtapa for bringing foreign
capital to the tourism sector of Guerrero. The arrival of international hotel chains
like Holiday Inn, Hilton International, Marriott etc. was witnessed and their
owners and managers became effective actors in local politics meanwhile
cacique families started to lose their prominence and dominance in tourism
regions, since it was considered that the uncontrollable power of cacique families
eroded the attractiveness of the region in terms of foreign tourism investments.
To curb the power of caciques, the strategy of the local state was to privatize 17
of 36 economic enterprises. In the meantime, tourism entreprenuers were directly
included in local development programs by establishing consulate organs such as
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Consultative Tourism Boards (Topal, 2012:103-104). As a result, tourism capital
became an inseparable part of the local politics in Guerrero.
Meanwhile, discontent increased among peasant groups due to the development
programs which focused on urban space and tourism industry while ruling out
agricultural areas. These groups saw the PRD as the political organization to
express their socio-economic and political demands. In this sense, the PRD
enhanced the organizational power of indigenous peasant groups. Thus, peasants
had a chance to be more visible in political sphere. On the other hand, as one of
the results of decentralization policies, demands for autonomy increased. With
the wind of the Zapatista movement which started in 1994 which had an armed
ing called a he Za a i a A m

f Na i nal Libe a i n (Ej ci

Za a i a de

Liberacion Nacional- ELZN), peasant groups in Guerrero who demanded to
completely abolish the caciquismo system and to gain right to participate in
politics and self-determination and autonomy on their land, founded Popular
EPR; this resulted in militarization of the region again after the Dirty War in the
1970s (Topal, 2012:106). Yet, this time the armed movement could not find
significant support from the indigenous movement and a security organization
called as Coordinating Committee of Community Authorities- Community
Police

(Coordinadora

Regional

de

Autoridades

Comunitarias-

Policia

Comunataria, CRAC-PC) was established for providing security and justice to
communities in which local state was not able to provide security. Especially, the
organization as an alternative to local
Me haa, Na Sa i e hnic g
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lice f ce had membe
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h
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Mountain region and Pacific side. This policing organization have been
established as an institution based on communal structure of the indigenous
g

. Thi

em

inci al i

e-education with regard to the gravity of

crime and since this method was seen as a successful tool to maintain harmony
in society, the right to autonomy to CRAC-PC as an institution was legalized in
the State Congress of Guerrero (Sierra, 2017).
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During the 1990s, there was a constant controversy in the context of various
social interests in Guerrero, including the local regime, the local state
apparatuses and the local units of political parties. But, in this period, political
sphere in Guerrero can be regarded a relatively legitimate battlefield for the
marginalized and suppressed masses. Between 1990 and 2000, there was an
increase in indigenous movements in Guerrero in parallel with political and
economic reforms in Mexico. For instance, in 1994, the Tlachinollan Center was
founded in the town of Tlapa de Comonfort by Abel Barrera Hernandez to give
voice to members of the many indigenous communities in Guerrero whose rights
are often overlooked. Another significant organization, Consejo Guerrerense 500
An

de Re i encia Ind gena ( he C n ej )

a f med and i c n i ed f

ethnic groups of Amuzgo, Mixteco, Nahua, and Tlapaneco who wanted to
transmit economic and political demands to the government by means of this
organization which was based on indigenismo and which later unified with the
PRD in 1999 with the aim of representing indigenous groups (OvermyerVel

e , 2007), (T

al, 2012:107).

Another significant incident occurred in 1995 which caused the resignation of
Ruben Figueroa Alcocer (1993-1996): 17 unarmed peasants were killed by the
police at Aguas Blancas. Those were the members of the South Mountain Range
Farmer Organization who participated in a protest with the aim of demanding the
release of Gilberto R me

V

e , a ea an ac i i

h had been a e ed a

couple of months ago (and who has never appeared since) and also they
demanded amendments for the restriction of local logging operations, increase in
fa m

ke

age and eache

ala ie , eduction in police violence and

prevention of arbitrary detentions. Although Figueroa claimed that the peasants
had opened fire first and putting forward a video as proof, but the unedited
version of the state video turned up, showing just the opposite. Figueroa stepped
down after the Supreme Court began an investigation over the June 95 killing of
peasants (McMahon, 1996).
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The 1990s was a period of time when tourism investments in Guerrero- which
became a part of the world market due to the tourism that intensified in Acapulco
region in partnership with foreign tourism bourgeoisie and local capital groups
and the local bourgeoisie. Foreign and local bourgeoisie regarded getting
involved in rural movement in Guerrero as a way out of the PRI domination in
this promising zone for tourism industry. Meanwhile, the PRD came up as a
political party where both the peasants and tourism industrialists got involved in
local politics. Therefore, local capital groups considered their alliance with the
PRD as an opportunity for breaking the PRI supremacy although it has been
known that tourism industrialists had kept in silence since the birth of the PRD
as an alternative and peasant groups were supported by the PRD in several ways
within the civil society sphere (Topal, 2012:107). Moreover, it can be stated that
in order to observe an increase in the competitiveness of the local economy for
investments and tourist circulation, there should have been an alliance between
local and global tourism industries and the peasants. They both became major
components of the PRD in Guerrero and supported the party in politics. Yet, the
PRD could not achieve a notable success in the elections till 2005. In the early
2000 , d ing Ren J a e Ci ne

e i d (1999-2005), the role of business in

development gained significance which particularly focused on tourism with the
aim of enhancing economy and peasants were not considered a focal point while
lanning de el

men

g am . Pea an g

li ical demand and hei

inclusion in politics tried to be met by establishing citizen councils at municipal
level in Chilpancingo and Acapulco at first, then it expanded to the other regions
(Topal, 2012:108). These councils paved the way for founding different
organizations such as Secretary of Indigenous Matters which aims to preserve
culture and language of the indigenous groups, Community Development
Committees were initiated the State Council of Indigenous Communities which
includes several actors such as social agencies, producer organizations. These all
were established in order to provide development in social, economic and
political life of indigenous groups in Guerrero. However, they were not very
efficient to bring about positive changes in the livelihood of peasants and
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indigenous groups of Guerrero. Especially, poverty remained as the main
problematic issue in Guerrero which led to existence of drug trafficking as a
lucrative economic activity in this state which has the most appropriate location,
topography and climate to produce marijuana and poppy. For a farmer one kilo
of marijuana equaled one ton of corn in terms of revenue. Therefore, the highest
increase in marijuana cultivation was seen in Guerrero in the 1990s (Human
Rights Watch, 2001).
While there was a struggle in local politics among the major agents in Guerrero,
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While in the mountain region, poppy production was planned to be enhanced, in
urban region retail narcotics market began to operate. In addition, cartels
established relations with the major political and economic elites for money
laundering activities and providing security. In the meantime, they drew the first
cocaine smuggling routes from Acapulco and Zihuatanejo to Costa Grande
(Kyle, 2015).
In the 1990s, political violence became a problem for Guerrero; after the 90s,
due to the violence caused by drug trafficking organizations, the security
problem increased exponentially.
4.4.1. G e e

Ca de

E a

The victory of Zerefino Torrebblanca as the first PRD governor of Guerrero in
2005 elections was welcomed by the indigenous groups and Zerefino started to
work on enhancement of decision making process and providing public services
In 2006 he revised the COPLADEG for improving its efficiency by including
professionals, business organizations whereby he intended to minimize the
diversified organizations for efficient representation of peasant groups.
Ze efin

minimi a i n

f e e en a i n
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dam on the Papagayo River that would have flooded close to 17,000 hectares of
land and displaced more than 25,000 people (International Rivers, 2012). Their
main demand from the local state was to particularly based on right to knowe abli h a
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public authority and active participation of society (Fundar, 2006).
Besides, the tradition of local state of labelling any kind of activists as drug
traffickers continued in the 2000s, for instance, environmental activists Rodolfo
Montiel and Teodoro Cabrera who organized a campaign against logging and
deforestation by multinational corporations in Guerrero. They were blamed as
drug traffickers by the local caciques and were arrested and tortured by the
military until they confessed that they had been caught in possession of drugs
and guns. They were imprisoned although it was revealed that the crime factors
had been created by the officers (Mercille, 2011:1648). As it can be seen in this
incident, drug war was utilized as a tool for repressing opposition groups.
In the mid- 2000s, in parallel to the political violence, drug related violence
became m e i ible. In K le

e

, he ea

f 2005 ha been c n ide ed as

the beginning of conflict and violence among the drug trafficking organizations
when Los Zetas -on behalf of the Gulf Cartel- and L

Pel ne f
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Brothers started to contest to dominate smuggling routes and heroin production
in Guerrero whe e he Bel
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a Ca el had m n
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and trafficking from the mid-1990s until 2008 (Kyle, 2015).
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units to conflict zones in 2006, violence has moved to a new phase. After the
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e a i n were not effective in eradicating violence. Arresting

leaders of cartels was the main strategy of the government in order to decrease
their power. But this kingpin strategy just inflamed the conflict and multiplied
violence (Janowitz, 2016). Five main drug trafficking organizations got divided
into smaller groups and this led to diversification of their activities such as
extortion, human trafficking, preying on natural resources, capturing public
resources in local regions for the continuation of money flow and they have also
started to commence war in rural sphere. Moreover, most of victims of drug war
had been members of drug trafficking organizations from 1990s to 2006. In order
to not only take control on drug trafficking routes but also gain power on local
administrations, since 2006 these organizations have started to get involved in
crimes which targeted civilians and members of local government, (Ley, Sandra,
et al., 2019: 181).
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against the Los Zetas cartel led to a series of government collapses. In addition,
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the leader of the cartel in firefight with armed forces in 2009 increased the level
of violence in Acapulco (Janowitz, 2016).
Therefore, people of Guerrero have been increasingly exposed to both state and
cartel violence. Some institutions of the state, even the police, have mingled with
organized crime. In line with this, powerful families preserved their power on
institutions which have neglected impoverished indigenous and rural populations
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who have been employed in drug market and lived in under narco rule rather
than engaging in formal economic activities (Open Society Foundation, 2015:7).
Divisions began in the Bel

n Le

a

gani a i n af e A

dea h. Hence,

Acapulco became a battlefield for these new drug trafficking organizations.
Inter-ca el

a eached he i

ing

in in 2011

hen he iece
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Leyva cartel divided into a series of new organizations. While the Independent
Ca el f Aca lc , he Ba ed a (mechanical

ee

ee e ), and he De il

Commando were fighting each other, Acapulco became the prized zone for other
organizations (Janowitz, 2016).
Currently the main active cartels are Los Rojos and Guerreros Unidos which had
igina ed f m Bel

n Le a O gani a i n. D g

afficking, kidna ing and

extortion are their main activities. The Guerreros Unidos actively operates in
Guerrero- especially in the center and Pacific coast-, Mexico and Morelos and it
trades cocaine to Chicago in the US. Major inter-cartel wars and competition in
Guerrero were seen due to the absence of a dominant drug trafficking
organization. As a result, the number of crimes such as homicide, extortion,
kidnappings etc. skyrocketed in 2013 and Guerrero followed the state of Mexico
as the second most violent state in 2014 (CRS Report, 2019).
To conclude, the immense war on drugs with kingpin strategy started in 2006 has
not been effective on decreasing violence as it was planned by the federal state.
It also adversely affected the volume of violence in Guerrero since the
apparatuses of state have weakened and closely engaged in drug trafficking
organizations. Competition between fragmented drug trafficking organizations
has become fiercer and this led to self-defense groups gain significance in
providing security instead of army and police force. Due to pervasive poverty,
narco economy has gained importance as a sector. With the support of the US via
M ida Initiative, the security crisis was militarized by sending troops to the
rural areas and the crisis became chronic.
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4.4.2. Soaring Violence: The Deadliest Years (2011-2020)
After Zerefino regime, in the 2011 elections, Angel Aguirre Rivero (2011-2017)
from the PRD who had been the interim governor between 1996-1999 under the
PRI authoritarianism was elected as the new governor of Guerrero. Although he
was elected as the candidate of the PRD; in his first period (1996-1999), the
peasant groups were underestimated and politically repressed whilst tourism
industrialist were supported to participate in politics (Topal, 2012:110). His
notoriety continued in his second period. A protest was held by between 300 and
500 students from Ayotzintapa Raul Isidro Burgos Rural Teacher Training
School and activists who demand improvements and funding for their college in
Ayotzinapa on December 12, 2011. They blocked Cuernavaca- Acapulco
highway and by the command of the governor Rivero, the State Police used force
to disperse the crowd by firing tear gas and shooting fire into the protestors.
Many students were arrested and injured by the police. Two students- Gabriel
Echeverria and Jorge Herrera died (Los Angeles Times, 2011). Cortes and
fellow police officer Ismael Matadama Salinas were arrested in 2012, since they
were accused of being in connection with the deaths of two students, but they
were released from custody in 2013 due to lack of evidence (Latin American
Herald Tribune, 2019)
On the other hand, while Rivero restrained political rights of indigenous people,
he encouraged tourism industrialists to participate in decision making process of
the local state more. Similar to his predecessors, Rivero also followed
development policies based on brightening up the tourism sector. For this
purpose, in February 2012, with the support of Mexican businessman Carlos
Slim who was ranked as the richest person in the world on the list of Forbes in
2010,

he C n l ing B a d f

he Re

a i n f T adi i nal Aca lc

a

founded consisting of representatives of the local state, civil society and
Acapulco municipality (Topal, 2012:110).
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During Rivero era, very similar to student protest in 2011 -but much brutal than
it- another incident occurred which has been mentioned abo e: Mi ing 43
which caused the resignation of Rivero later. Following his resignation, Rogelio
O ega Ma ine

a a igned a an in e im g e n

n il Hec

A

dill

Flores from the PRI became the governor with 40.94 per cent of vote (Illades,
2017:148).
The former
Calde n

e iden , En i
lic . B

e Pe a Nie , mainl

f ll

ed h

diffe en f m Calde n, he em ha i ed im

gh

n

emen

f

coordination and law enforcement. He claimed that the falling murder rate
between 2012 and 2014 was thanks to his policy. Particularly, the rearrest of El
Chapo in January 2016 was regarded as an achievement. Despite this so-called
success, neither drug-related violence nor flow of drugs stalled. Disappointed
with the security strategy of the state, citizens have been forced to seek justice on
their own for a long time when the processes did not work (Janowitz, 2016).
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CHAPTER 5

5. CONCLUSION

The discovery of the American continent is one of the most important turning
points in world history. As a matter of fact, this geographical discovery not only
affected the people who lived on the continent, but also changed the economic
and social structures on other continents. During the systematic settlement of
colonialism, numerous people living on the continent were murdered, enslaved,
and all their property, including their basic human rights, was seized. Over time,
the practice and concept of slavery disappeared, the colonies gained their
independence one by one, and different states emerged. However, it is possible
to observe the deep scars left by the colonial period even today.
This thesis explores the origins of drug-related violence in Mexico. In this
context, by criticizing the judgment of failed state directed to Mexico, it is
emphasized that path dependence is more important than the failure of the state
in terms of violence.
There are myriad of news, articles, academic studies and reports showing that
violence in Mexico is at a gruesome level today. It is in this context that Mexico
has been considered as a failed state in the last decade. For a state to become a
failed state, even in conventional accounts, violence alone is not enough.
Therefore, even when evaluated according to Weberian state capacity criteria,
state failure which is has different dimensions, does not constitute a framework
to discuss Mexico's current violence problem and as such, cannot go beyond a
simple label.
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This thesis has argued that the debate centered around the concept of failed state,
which were carried out to explain the violence problem in Mexico, is both
methodologically problematic and failed to produce academically valid
knowledge. As a matter of fact, various criticisms have been brought to the
concept of failed state in many studies conducted in the academic field.
Considering these criticisms,

this

study has

preferred historical

the

institutionalist approach instead of the Weberian state capacity criteria in the
failed state literature in order to critically analyze drug-related violence in
Mexico. Historical institutionalism, one of the new institutionalist approaches,
focuses on how time, sequence and path dependence affect the institutional
structure when evaluating a case. The phenomenon of path dependence, which
has the power to shape social, political, economic structures and social change
has effective in the processes Mexico has undergone since the colonial period.
As violence has not emerged recently in Mexico, looking at the past is of great
importance when evaluating the current factors underlying violence. The
colonial process covers a significant part of the Mexican past. This is because
Mexico has undergone different colonization processes resulting in different
waves of institutionalization many of which have to do with its relationship with
the US. As it has been mentioned earlier, the colonists of North America
necessarily imported immigrants and created their own working class.
Consequently, institutions were formed in a more inclusive way and the
foundations of today's democracy were laid. While this makes the colonists
unsuccessful at one point, on the other hand, it is one of the most important
factors that make up the economically and militarily strong position of the US
today. On the other hand, in the colonization process of Latin America,
institutions were formed in a more exclusive way. as the main purpose of the
colonists was to achieve their goals such as immediate profits by any means,
including

slaughtering

or

local

people.

Accordingly,

exclusionary

institutionalization has been observed in Latin America. As a result of the
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exclusive institutional structure, it has been inevitable for the Mexican state to
face the "capacity" problem expressed today.
Although the developments after the colonial period seemed to be towards
liberalization, , the bourgeoisie instead of lower classes was the main beneficiary
in the events such as institutional restructuring and the change of power. The
processes that started as a revolution turned into one of production of consent
after a point in time and this resulted in the failure of the first social liberation
attempts after the colonial period.
In states established after the revolutions, authoritarian administrations within
the scope of nation-state also served the bourgeoisie. These nation-state
structures, which enabled the bourgeoisie to be empowered by the state, at some
point left its place to the neoliberal order in order to increase the criteria of
profits of the bourgeoisie. At this point, in Mexico drug trafficking organizations
filled the gap by creating a lucrative market for poor masses who have become
poorer after neoliberal adjustments.
After discussing Mexico in general, this thesis has moved to Guerrero, one of the
most problematic states in the federal structure. It has a quite distinctive
historical background and indigenously diversified society and is one of the
poorest states of Mexico. Since its establishment as a state, turmoil in politics,
economics and social life have continued. For many decades, guerrilla
movements and drug trade in have been on the top of the agenda of both state
and society. The fear created by cacique families who were the major actors in
every sphere of life and their power on local people, counter-insurgent
operations went in hand in hand with counter narcotics program for curbing
social movements and guerilla movements started in 1960s and flourishing role
of drug trafficking organizations in economy especially after 1980s created a
kind of unfavorable environment seriously damaging institutional development.
The vacuum left by the state have been filled by self-defense group in terms of
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security and drug trafficking organizations in terms of employment. Turf wars
be een he d g afficking

gani a i n and fede al

ae

d g

a

a eg

have increased the level of violence. Approximately hundreds of thousands of
people were killed thousands of people disappeared, most of these losses were
observed in recent times due to the drug-related violence. It is worth noting
another significant outcome of violence in Guerrero, which is the displacement
f e le. D e

he ac i i ie of drug trafficking organizations, especially

indigenous people have been fleeing their villages both to live and earn money.
In addition to the effects of the violence on society, in local politics, drug
trafficking organizations have become determinant actors which have aimed to
control politics and economy at local sphere. They have become effective on
local elections with assassination of municipal party candidates who would not
cooperate with the cartels on drug trade and criminal activities (Villegas and
Semple, 2018).
While assessing the current external and internal causes of drug-related violence,
historical patterns should be carefully analyzed. If the goal is to terminate
violence and drug trafficking, instead of establishing new institutions such as
National Guard which was recently established by the President AMLO as a
solution to violence, it would be worthy and meaningful to draw a roadmap to
empower the core institutions of state and create trust among the society in order
to terminate poverty.
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